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Budget needs Aerotechnology gets manager
students' help
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News

ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BG News
Since the announcement of
the proposed state budget earlier this year, the University
has been attempting to lobby
for a reconsideration.
Now they need help from
the campus community, University President Sidney
Ribeau said.
The proposed budget allowed the University to
receive only a fraction of the
amount asked for through the
Ohio Board of Regents - 2.3
and 1,7 percent increases, respectively, over the next two
years.
According to Ribeau, the
difference in the lower
amount of funding would Impact the University greatly.
He said the money would
hardly cover mandatory cost
adjustments, such as electric
or other utility costs, let alone
new programs or initiatives.
The problem arises in getting that message across to the
state legislators in Columbus,
Ribeau said.
He thinks the key to the solution is students.
"The next level is to move
from jtist us lobbying to allowing our legislators to hear
from their constituents,"
Ribeau said. "Students are es-

sential to this."
He said once the state subsidy is increased, tuition will
start to go down.
The University is currently
41st in state support for
higher education, or ninth
from the bottom. Tuition is
ranked ninth-highest.
Those are numbers Ribeau
said he wants to see improved,
but in order to change them
students need to realize how
much the budget will affect
them.
Effects of the numbers associated with the new budget
are too early to predict - a lot
of variables could change between now and the time the
final budget is released, explained Charles Middleton,
vice president of academic affairs and provost.

With the commitment to improving the University's aerotechnology, President Sidney
Ribeau announced that Bob Martin, vice president for operations,
will be taking over the management of the program.
Martin said that he will step
down from his position and take
over aerotechnology within the
next several weeks.
"What they have asked me to
do is look at the finance and other

needs to move the program forward," Martin said.
Ribeau said there will be no replacement for the director of
operations because the University is in the process of shifting
"resources to areas where there
are pressing needs."
Martin said that it will take
some time to implement any new
projects or changes.
"I'm optimistic," Martin said.
"It's our goal to make it one of
the premier programs in the
country."
Earlier in the year, the Univer-

sity made a commitment to continue and improve the program,
Ribeau said.
"Earlier this year, Bowling
Green made a strong commitment to its students and the citizens of Bowling Green and Wood
County to continue the aerotechnology program," Ribeau said.
Ribeau said that Martin's initial task will be to create financial stability and to oversee the
renovation of the program's facilities.
Martin will also be responsible
for increasing the number of

students in the program.
Martin said he is familiar with
the program and has taught aerotechnology courses at the University in the past. According to
Martin, he will be taking some
time to assess what needs to be
accomplished.
Ribeau said that he is pleased
with the decision.

"Bob is the best person we
have on campus at this time to reestablish the management and
fiscal integrity of the program,"
Ribeau said.

Spirit on Your Face

"It's a long way until the
budget session is finished,"
Middleton said. "We expect
we will have some really significant discussions over the
course of the spring until the
budget is finally put together
in May or June."
He said the more students
that get involved in lobbying
for a budget change, the better
the chance Is for the University to attain more support for
higher education.

Scientist voices
concerns about
human cloning
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The Scottish
scientist who cloned an adult
sheep told Congress Wednesday
"it would be quite Inhumane" to
try the technology on people. A
senator told him and a rapt hearing audience that human cloning
Is sure to come "and I don't fear
it at all."
It Is wrong and "demeaning to
human nature" for government
to try to stop or limit human cloning experiments, said Sen. Tom
Harkin, an Iowa Democrat.
"Human cloning will take place
and it will take place within my
lifetime," he said. "I think it is
right and proper. ... It holds untold benefits for humankind In
the future."
Ian Wilmut of the Roslln Institute in Edinburgh, Scotland, said
that since the world learned he
and colleagues had cloned an
adult sheep named Dolly, there
has been an explosion of speculation about cloning of humans.
But Wilmut said human cloning
is not practical, possible or ethical. "Similar experiments with
humans would be totally unacceptable," he said.
"I don't see any reason why we
would want to copy a person,"
said the scientist. "I personally
have still not heard of a potential
use of this technique to produce a
new person that I would find
ethical or acceptable."
It took 277 attempts to produce

Dolly, said Wilmut, and some of
the failures resulted in defective
lambs that died quickly after
birth
"It would be quite inhumane to
contemplate using these techniques at this stage," he said.
Though he agreed with Harkin
that "it is not possible nor even
desirable to attempt to regulate
the way that science progresses," Wilmut said legislators
should address "the question of
the individuals who will be involved, the children who would
be involved."
Harkin, in a short speech that
dropped the entire Senate hearing room into attentive silence,
said governments should not try
to slow the march of science,
even for a technology as ethically
troubling as human cloning.
He said it was wrong for President Clinton to Issue an order to
stop all federally funded human
embryo research and for Sen.
Christopher S. Bond, R-Mo., to
propose legislation to make the
research ban permanent.
He compared these government efforts to the 17th century
punishment of the astronomer
Galileo, who advanced Copernicus' theory that the Earth orbits
the sun, instead of the other way
around.
"I think to attempt to limit human knowledge is demeaning to
human nature," said Harkin.
"What nonsense. What utter, utter nonsense
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Patrick Henry High School students, from left to right. Holly the boys' basketball regional semifinal game against Evergreen
Bowers, 17, Jennifer Phillips, 15, and Carrie Barnes, 15, paint on High School Wednesday. Bowers said, "Can you feel the spirit?"
each others' faces in front of Anderson Arena while they wait for

Self-defense seminar to aid students
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News
As part of the University's
Continuing Education UKS Karate Program and In association
with The Link, the Personal Assault Strategy Training (P.A.S.T.)
seminar will take place Tuesday,
March 18.
Robert and Mary Anne Nichol-

son, directors of the progam, said
it is an interactive seminar to
teach men and women to defend
themselves.
According to Robert, the idea
behind the seminar is to teach
participants techniques that they
can use to protect themselves
against an attacker.
Robert said how you carry
yourself shows whether you're

vulnerable or not.
"Our goal is to get the participants to defend themselves," he
said.
Barbara Hoffman, nurse practitioner and president of the Coalition Against Sexual Offenses,
will be one of the speakers at the
seminar. She will speak about the
various types of help available to
victims on campus.

Robert said that Julie Broadwell from The Link will be speaking about the help available off
campus to victims.
"We want to try and raise
awareness," Robert explained.
According to Jenny Gerken,
one of the coordinators of the
seminar, it is a community-wide
• See DEFENSE, page three

Theory blames Navy for TWA disaster
7he Associated Press
NEW YORK - Pierre Salinger,
who fueled the TWA Flight 800
friendly fire debate with a "secret" document that turned out to
have come from the Internet,
now has an expanded theory that
a Navy missile downed the Jetliner.
This time, the former ABC
newsman and press secretary to
President Kennedy is co-leader
of a team that claims the Jet was

shot down during a Navy training
exercise when a missile "lost its
lock on its original target."
The 62-page report was to be
released at a Paris news conference Thursday, coinciding with
Paris-Match magazine's publication of radar images purporting to show a mystery blip racing
toward the TWA plane.
Early Tuesday, the FBI seized
a videotape, supposedly showing
the radar images from the Florida home of retired United Air-

lines pilot Richard Russell, who
wrote the Internet memo and is
listed in Salinger's report as a
member of his Investigative
team.
, The Paris-bound 747 exploded
and crashed minutes after leaving Kennedy Airport on July 17,
killing all 230 people aboard.
Investigators say three possible crash theories remain - a
bomb, a missile or mechanical
failure - but they insist that an
investigation has ruled out an er-

rant missile strike by the U.S.
military.
Navy officials say no missile
tests were underway at the time
of the crash, and an inventory of
the Navy arsenal turned up no
evidence of friendly fire.
But a draft version of Salinger's report, obtained by The Associated Press, says witnesses
monitoring secret Navy antlterrorism exercises reportedly
• See TWA, page three
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Walt—Weren't you my friend?
KORN
The other day I realized that I'll
be graduating from college In
about seven weeks.
That means that I've spent the
majority of these last four years
(literally) hidden away In the
various halls of BGSU.
Keeping this In mind, I decided
to work out a little math problem
the other day.
Out of an average day. I usually
have somewhere between three to
five hours of "personal time."
which Is time that Isn't being taken
up by a previous academic or
work-orientated commitment.
The question I often ask myself
is "How should I spend these few
precious hours?" There are a
number of people out there who I
like to spend time with, but there
are also a lot of things I want to do
for myself.
Should I spend these few hours
with my friends, some of whom I
haven't seen In weeks, or possibly
even months...or should 1 use the
Ume to work on that story I've
been wanting to write for so long
now?
Should I spend it checking my
e-mail and dropping a line to some
of my out-of-state friends, or
should I go visit my friend Kathy,

have a cellular phone or a beeper,
the best chance people have of
getting hold of me is In person
(which Is almost Impossible If you
don't eat dinner at Denny's at 3
a.m.). or through other people
(Telling the third-shift crew at
Denny's "If you see Aaron tell him
to call me").
Until recently I've always told
myself, "If I don't get in touch with
so-and-so today, (or If I don't get a
chance to do a certain task today.)
I'll do It tomorrow." The question
Is. however, will tomorrow ever
come?
I mean, do you really know that
you'll be here tomorrow? Or that
your friend who you've been
meaning to get in touch with will
be there tomorrow?
No. you don't. There are very
few guarantees in life, and a
predictable death isn't one of
them.
The friends and families of
people like Julie Kane and Rick
Machol 'have recently found this
out the hard way.
Yes. grades are Important. Yes.
having a job so that you can make
enough money to survive Is
Important. Yes, Ume for yourself is
Important.
As far as we know, however,
we've only got one shot at life...And
once It's over, it's over. No last
minute requests, no appeals, and
no mercy. When you're dead,
you're dead.
I don't know how you live your
life, but I always try to live every
day as if it might be my last. After
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
•Make sure the letter Is 500 words or less.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
■umbers are strictly for vcrifkatioo and
not for publication).
• Letters most be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought In saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall,
or e-mail a* at bgnews9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid Identification
• Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing aO letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any aad al letters.
Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages us readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.
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all. for all I know. It might be.
As a result of this I always try
to keep In touch with the people
I want to keep In touch with
while doing the things that I
want to do. as well as the things
I supposedly "need" to do.
It's a not always an easy
balance to maintain, though,
and lately I've allowed It to slip.
This has resulted In my inability
to see a lot of the people I've
been wanUng to see for the past
few months...and that sucks.
I don't want to spend the last
few seconds of my life thinking
"I wish I would of...," nor do I
want to be standing over the
casket of someone I cared about
saying "I wish I could have told
him/her...."
You see. this Is reality, not a
Disney movie. Wishes usually
don't come true here.
Keeping this In mind, make
that phone call, visit, or e-mail
you haven't gotten around to
making yet.
If nothing else, let them know
you're still alive.. .while you still
are.
Aaron Weisbrod Is the Thursday columnist for The News.
This column Is dedicated to the
people Aaron cares about and
wishes he could spend more
time with (especially the people
Aaron hasn't had the Ume to see
lately). Hopefully you all know
who you are. Comments, questions, complaints, and other stuff
can be sent to aaronw@bgnet
bgsu.edu or 210 West HalL
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who I haven't seen In months
even though she works right
down the street from campus?
About two weeks ago I
received a letter from one of the
classes I taught at Maumee
High School last semester.
Among other things, the students told me that they missed
me and that wanted to wish me
good luck In "whatever It Is I
choose to do."
"What the hell Is that
suppossed to mean? It's not like
they're never going to see me
ever again..." 1 started to say to
myself, before realizing that they
haven't seen me, or heard from
me. since before Christmas.
What stung even more was
the fact that I've been meaning
to drop them, as well as my
"mentor teacher," a line since
January., and It's now the
middle of March.
As 1 bent my foot behind me
In an attempt to kick myself in
the ass. another vision suddenly
popped Into my head.
My mind flashed to the image
of my twin cousins Andrea and
Melissa. The last time 1 saw
them was Christmas Day...the
day I told them that I'd get In
touch with them shortly after
the first of the year.
I haven't talked to them
since.
While Its true that the phone
works both ways, most of my
friends know that I'm practically
impossible to get a hold of. I'm
rarely at home, and since I don't

And once you're dead
You can't come back
From out of the blue
And into the black
-Ned Young
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You don't find time, you make it

■GUEST COLUMNIST

A cooking-free life can be yours
Mothers, grandmothers, and
home economic teachers all over
the world will cheerfully explain
that a happy woman Is one who
can cook well for herself.
I would like to negate that
myth. It is a more happy woman
who eats well and does not have to
cook at all.
How does one accomplish such
a feat? I, personally, have attained
this cooking-exempt status by
Instilling a sense of fear In my
friends and family. All who know
me are so afraid of the charred
mess that is left In the wake of my
appearance In a kitchen that they
Insist on cooking for me.
I have been banned by my
family from the use of stoves,
microwaves and ovens for many
years now. Though I had destroyed
mass quanUUes of food, singed
much of the skin on my hands,
and extinguished many a small
flame before the actual banishment from cooking areas, the
Incident that finally called for my
kitchen exile was a mishap of
small consequence In my eyes.
I left one measly pan of grease
boiling on the stove for a little too
long and my older siblings (after
they had discovered the itsy-bitsy
flame) ran for the phone to dial
911 as If they believed themselves
to be In immediate peril of acquiring third degree burns to a large
percentage of their bodies. I recall

that In the days following this
inconsequential grease fire. I
could not help but feel rather
irritated by the family's overreactlon. I realize now that this
was my Ucket to a cooking-free
life.
I learned to avoid cooking
not only at home, but at school
as well, by teaching my friends
and roommates that I am a
menace to food preparation near
and far. My friends here at BG
learned to avoid letting me cook
at any cost in only one night.
They, like many others, had
believed that cooking Instant
noodles would seem to be a
simple process to most Intelligent college students. I also was
sure that a bowl of noodles
could be easily boiled by any
person capable of comprehending the three step directions
printed on the back of the
noodle package, but I offered to
do It anyway.
The Instructions specified
three tasks: open package: boll
contents until soft: add flavoring. The first step went off
without a hitch. The second
step seemed to be going well
until the water boiled violently
over the sides of the pot.
causing noodles to fling out
onto the burner. But that was
only a minor setback.
Once the pasta had

been softened to perfection. I
actually convinced one of the
witnesses present that he should
hold a coffee filter over the sink so
I could pour the steaming contents
of the pot Into the filter, which
would act like a strainer and drain
the excess water. I was vety careful
not to pour too quickly and burn
his hands with the boiling liquid. 1
was so careful that I did not notice
that as I poured. I was burning his
hands with the pot. Itself.
When my assistant calmly
alerted me to his pain by yelling
"ow. ow. ow. OWM". I raised the
metal pan. which caused the
remaining noodles to tumble out
and splash down Into a sink full of
lemony fresh dishwater suds. The
suds were easily rinsed from the
noodles, thereby making them all
the cleaner.
Nonetheless, my assistant
declined to partake In the finished
product. I. however, was saUsfled
with the notion that no noodles
had touched the floor, and happily
shared the well-earned feast with
the others present In the apartment.
I feel that In this sltuaUon, I
must explain that, while I admittedly have some lack of culinary
skill, there Is evidence that the
noodles were creating havoc by
their own accord. For example, my
companions and I spent a fair
amount of time untangling loodles

«

from my hair after we ate. Then,
we scraped all the noodles off
my Jacket.
So. unless the noodles had
Jumped up by themselves, the
method they used to get in my
hair remains to be a riddle.
Even more enlgmaUc Is the
question: how did the noodles
get on my Jacket, since It was
nowhere near the scene of the
cooking?
It Just seems to be further
reason for me to live In the
happy realization that, while
there are many things I am
meant to do. cooking Is not one
of them, and I shall remain
satisfied to allow frightened
friends and family to continue
to keep me out of the kitchen by
cooking for me.
These accounts are evidence
that all It takes Is one good
scare, and you can be ousted
from the kitchen Just like me.
Just think how nice It will be to
lead a life free of tedious food
preparaUon. That Is. unless you
become friends with me.
Amee Wanzo Is a guest
columnist for Tfie News. Send
cookbooks to 210 West Hall or
alwanzoObgnet.bgsu.edu.

"I, personally, have
attained this
cookingexempt status
by instilling a
sense of fear
in my friends
and family."
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House repeals drug legislation
77ie Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Pot smokers
who use marijuana for medicinal
purposes lost their slim legal defense in the Ohio House Wednesday.
The House voted 63-33 to
repeal a barely noticed provision
inserted in last year's massive
rewrite of the state's criminal
sentencing law that allowed marijuana users to raise the medical
issue in court. The Senate
repealed the section last month,
and Gov. George Voinovich is
expected to sign the bill.
Proponents of the repeal said
they merely wanted to correct a
mistake made in the last legislative session.
"The piece of legislation ... has
more holes than a piece of Swiss
cheese," said Rep. James Mason,
R-Bexley, who warned that drug
dealers could use the excuse or
that pot users could get marijuana to treat headaches or other
minor ailments.
Others accused lawmakers of
resorting to political grandstanding at the expense of disabled
Ohioans who claim marijuana
helps alleviate the nausea, pain
and other symptoms of cancer,
AIDS, epilepsy, glaucoma and
other diseases.
"This is nonsense," said Rep.
Michael Fox, R-Hamilton. "This
is ail about playing to the crowd

so we can strut and puff our
chests out and say we're tough on
drugs."
StUl, the effect likely will be
minimal since the penalty for
possession of less than three
ounces of marijuana in Ohio is
less than $100.
John Hart man, president of
marijuana advocate North Coast
NORML, predicted the Issue
would return.
"It wasn't a total loss," Hartman said. "We opened a lot of
new doors at the Statehouse."
Rep. Ron Hood, R-Canfield,
threw a curve into the debate
when he offered an amendment
that would have banned the socalled "morning-after" abortion
pUl RU-486.
The House never voted on the
amendment after Mason successfully argued that it did not
belong in the marijuana legislation.
Meanwhile, the Senate voted to
end a right of passage for Ohio's
16-year-olds by tightening the
process for getting drivers' licenses.
Under the bill approved on a
27-6 vote, the state's teens would
be issued a probationary license
until their 18th birthday. In the
meantime, they would only be allowed to drive with an adult, be
required to complete more training in the classroom and behind
the wheel and face other re-

Around the State
Teen-ager arrested
FOSTORIA - A 14-year-old boy was arrested Wednesday In the
shooting death of a Findlay man last week.
Police said Craig Settles has been charged with a juvenile
count of aggravated murder. He was being held without bond at
the Seneca County Juvenile Detention Center.
A hearing has been scheduled for Thursday afternoon.
Police said Settles shot and killed Charles Green, 31. His body
was found behind the steering wheel of his van. He had been shot
twice.
Authorities have not determined a motive.

School district accused of undermining principal's authority

AiMclat td ft*" »*•••

Dr. Lester Grinspoon, psychiatry professor from the Harvard Medical
School, views a slide last month as he prepared to testify at the Ohio
Statehouse in Columbus. Grinspoon told a Senate Committee that marijuana is an inexpensive, safe and versatile drug.
"Driving by is more dangerous
strict ions.
Sponsor Bruce Johnson, than drive-by shootings," said
R-Westerville, said the bill - Johnson, citing statistics that
which now goes to the House show that teens are four times
for consideration - would save more likely to be involved in
traffic accidents than adults.
lives.

TOLEDO - A civil rights group has accused the city school district's teachers union of trying to undermine an elementary
school principal's authority.
Dorothy Batson, principal at Nathan Hale Elementary School,
has tried to put changes into effect to help students.
Those policies have been fought by the Toledo Federation of
Teachers, said David Taylor in, president of the Toledo branch
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
He said the union has been "undermining everything that Mrs.
Batson does, and it has a racial motivation."
Taylor said he believes the district wants to remove Mrs. Batson, who is black.
But the union's president, Francine Lawrence, said the allegations were unfounded. Teachers have told union officials that
Mrs. Batson will not enforce school discipline and other school
policies.
Mrs. Batson said "resistance" by her staff has made her job
harder.
"It would do wonders if we were to have everyone on the same
page," she said.
School Superintendent Merrill Grant said he would meet the
school's staff next week.
"It needs a solution. We can't continue this way," he said.

Mother
Proctor & Gamble develops web site
accused
Company uses Internet to offer
alternatives to animal testing
in death
of child

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Procter &
Gamble Co. said Wednesday
that It and other organizations
will develop an Internet site
for exchange of information
about how to reduce the use of
animals in product testing.

P&G said it would be part of
a coalition that will develop a
site on the Internet's World
Wide Web. Other members of
the coalition include the Humane Society of the United
States, the Center for Alternatives for Animal Testing at the
Johns Hopkins University

School of Public Health, the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Food and Drug Administration and the National
Institutes of Health.
The web site will provide a
way for scientists, educators,
veterinarians and others
worldwide to obtain information about alternatives to animal use in product testing.
Animal-rights activists have
criticized Cincinnati-based

Procter & Gamble for years
because of the company's continuing use of animals in product testing. The consumer
products company has said it is
working to reduce the number
of laboratory animals it uses,
but would not provide specific
numbers.

Procter & Gamble, the Humane Society and the Office
for Protection from Research

Risks of the National Institutes
of Health will provide money
to establish the web site.

P&G said the site's goals
would be to replace existing
animal test methods with nonanimal testing methods
whenever possible, to reduce
the number of animals needed
and to refine research procedures in which animal use remains necessary.

STEUBENVILLE, Ohio - A
woman accused of killing her
newborn daughter and then leaving the body In the trunk of her
car for nearly a month has been
charged with murder.
The charge against Jennifer
Pyles was upgraded from invomore than the EPA's estimate of luntary manslaughter after a
compliance costs for the entire Jefferson County grand jury indicted her Wednesday. She is
nation.
now charged with one count each
Residential electric bills would of murder, abuse of a corpse,
go up anywhere from 2.3 percent failure to report the knowledge
to 17.4 percent, and 970,000 man- of a death and child endangerufacturing jobs "could be nega- ment.
tively affected," Voinovich
Ms. Pyles, 21, of Steubenville is
wrote, though he didn't define
free on $15,000 bond, but her
the negative effects feared.
bond may be raised at her arBrowner talked about costs in raignment Friday in Common
her speech, saying industry pre- Pleas Court.
Attorney Dominick E. Olivito,
dicted acid rain controls would
cost $1,500 per ton of sulfur diox- Jr., who is representing Ms.
ide, but the cost now is "less than Pyles, said he was not surprised
$100," and the auto industry pre- that the charges were elevated.
dicted new California emission
"She's nervous and very apstandards would cost $1,500 a
prehensive right now," he said of
car, but the actual cost was $100.
his client.
If convicted of the murder
TWA
charge, Ms. Pyles faces 15 years
Continued from page one.
to life in prison.
heard a male voice say '"Oh, my
Steubenville police were inGod, I just hit that plane,' and another sailor reportedly confessed formed of the death on Feb. 3
to his father, 'Dad, we shot it when the body was discovered in
the trunk of Ms. Pyles' car.
down.'"
County Coroner John Metcalf,
Federal investigators also
received an advance copy of the who performed an autopsy on the
report, dated March 6 and au- 6-pound, 4-ounce baby, dethored by Salinger, Mike Som- termined that the child was born
mer and Ian Goddard. It contains alive and lived for several
few documented facts and is full minutes because she took at least
of unattributed quotes, technical one breath and swallowed.
jargon and rambling speculation However, Metcalf said the baby
about missiles, aircraft, ships died of secondary suffocation
shortly after its birth.
and secret Navy activities.

Ohio objects to stricter air pollution standards
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Two months
of lobbying were topped by two
pages of persuasion and 400
pages of documentation as Ohio
lodged its official objections to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's proposal to
toughen air pollution standards.
In the filing, released Tuesday,
Gov. George Voinovich painted a
foreboding picture of problems
feared for Ohio, including higher
electric bills, road-building delays and vanishing farmland as
industry finds it cheaper to build
factories in "greenfields" rather
than rehabilitate industrial buildings In abandoned urban "brownfields."

DEFENSE
Continued from page one.
event and they are encouraging
everyone to come. Gerken said
they hope the participants will
walk away from this with a sense
of security, self-confidence and
information that will help them.
Gerken said she wants people
to realize that the seminar is not
some "big karate lesson."
"They won't be learning big
karate techniques but rather adapted techniques," Gerken said.
"It'll be common sense moves
that anyone can use."

"I urge you to carefully consider the unintended negative
consequences of this proposal,"
Voinovich said in his letter to
EPA Administrator Carol Browner.
Browner already postponed
Implementation of the air pollution rules because of complaints
from Voinovich and other governors but lately has taken pains
to demonstrate that the delay
hasn't shaken her confidence
that the federal government is on
the right course.
To back away from requiring
tighter air quality standards for
smog-causing ozone and microscopic soot would amount to abandoning the government's commitment to ensure Americans

breathe healthy air, she said
Monday.
"Science now tells us that our
air pollution standards are not
adequate to protect the public's
health and that the current standards leave too many at risk,"
Browner said in a speech in California.
The EPA is expected to impose
the new standards for ozone and
soot this summer.
The period for public comment
on the rule change ends Wednesday. Volnovich's letter was dated
Monday.
Previously, Ohio's two senators
and most of its representatives
had signed a delegation letter objecting to the new standards.
Browner, calling the proposed

air regulations "the toughest issue I've had to deal with" in four
years as head of the EPA, earlier
this week described the proposal
as "under a relentless attack by
some industry representatives."
Some in industry say "we must
first understand how these pollutants move through the human
body, each twist and turn, before
we act," Browner said. "My response is simply to ask, why? We
have a cause - air pollution. We
have an effect - aggravated
asthma, respiratory problems
and premature death. Why
wait?"
Voinovich's letter said it would
cost some $7S0 million for the
state to partially comply with the
new ozone standard, which is

Mary Anne said that in addition
to teaching physical skills, the
seminar will help participants to
use mental skills as well to ward
off an attacker.
"We'll demonstrate skills to
use so you can get away and save
your life," Mary Anne said.
In addition to learning techniques, the campus police will
explain how to report a crime and
what types of action is taken during and after a crime to help
them apprehend and prosecute
the attacker.
Women especially should at-

tend this meeting because women walk alone at night and are
often afraid while they are doing
so, Robert said.
"I can't imagine what it's like
to walk across campus in fear,"
Robert said. "Statistics show that
one out of four women will be assaulted In their lifetime. What we
are trying to do is make them
aware and defend themselves."

ter and thoughout the summer.
Classes are offered through the
continuing education department.

530 S. MAPLE ST.

Now Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
Ail residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna. HydraSpa
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment, complete
locker room and shower lacUites.)

Gerken said that the UKS karate program has been on the
campus for over 20 years. They
offer classes twice every semes-

The classes are six weeks long,
and the second session has just
started for the second semester,
Gerken said. Anyone interested
can still join.
The seminar costs $2 and all
proceeds will go to Behavioral
Connections. It will be from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Anderson
Arena.
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LlTTVE TpUGH ON VpMR
BriNG your bike to Book's Cycling & Fitness
AND LET Then CHeck your bike OVER.

Light Tune:
$19.50
Complete Tune: $36.50
' Prices Do Not Include Parts
' Normal Waiting Time is 1-2 Days

NOW THRU APRIL 26
5% OFF ALL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
10% OFF LABOR (with this coupon)
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Holdup leaves Ad campaign targets germs
guard stunned
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
DETROIT - A bank guard
was found cowering In the
building's basement Wednesday, more than a day after she
was threatened by a gunman
during a rampage that left
four people dead.
Virene Brown, who was not
armed, was found by a maintenance worker in the boiler
room of the Comerica bank
and taken to a hospital. She
was frightened, upset and dehydrated, police said.

"The Lord was so good... He
gave her strength," said her
sister Alma Brown. She said
all her sister could remember
of Tuesday's ordeal was that
the gunman put a shotgun to
her head.
Police Chief Isaiah McKinnon said the gunman pointed
the gun at Ms. Brown's head
and said he was going to kill
her, but somehow he was distracted, and she fled into the
basement before anyone in the
bank was shot.
"He turned in another direction and she ran"

TONIGHT:

19 and Over Every Night

NEW YORK - A meticulously
groomed man In a suit and overcoat, shoehorned into a sweating,
sneezing crush of rush-hour humanity on the New York City
subway, pointed to an ad above
his head and wrinkled his nose.
The advertisement read: "You
are the 423rd person to touch that
pole today. Enough said."
"Ew!" the man said, grabbing a
pole to keep from falling as the
train jerked to a stop. A friend
grimaced and wiped her hand on
her coat
Nearby was another ad that
warned: 'The last guy holding
that pole was named Sal Mone11a"
The ad campaign is for a new
antibacterial hand lotion, and it
capitalizes on New Yorkers'
squeamish relationship with
their subway.
It's "the 'ew!' factor," said Gail
Taryn, a spokeswoman for
Gotham Inc., the ad agency handling the campaign for Keri AntiBacterial Hand Lotion.
And it's only in New York.
"What better way to get people
thinking about germs and antibacterial products than the subway?" asked Robin Koval, the

Gotham executive overseeing
the account.
The ads cover one entire side
of 570 60-foot-long subway cars,
all but forcing commuters to
ponder such concepts as, "The
turnstiles have at least 11,700,000
germs. (Have a nice day.)"
(That's a made-up number, but
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., the
maker of Keri products, has
hired a microbiologist to actually
count germs on subway poles, tokens and pay phones by swabbing one square inch of surface
area and doing a little multiplication. The numbers will be
released next week with free to-,
tion samples outside subway
stations.)
j>
Judging from commuters'
squirms, the message is on tar-1
get.
"It's a sick ad campaign," Jeff
Jacobs, a 31-year-old financial
consultant, said with a laugh. "I
don't want to think about it."
He added, however, "I'll probably buy it."
Catharine Scruggs, 34, an education administrator, read the
ads with a look of revulsion.
"I already feel that way when I
AtMctMed Pnii ph*l*
ride the subway," she said. "I
A New York transit rider looks at a new subway ad campaign promotthink it's really effective because
ing Keri Anti-bacterial Hand Lotion, which claims to fight the germs
it disgusts you as you ride."
that are present in subway cars.

Around the Nation
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Fur farmers cautious after firebombing
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on
these apartments...
• Columbia Court
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
• Campbell Hill
• Buff
• Mercer Manor

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

I-or advi-rtisiiiu information call 372-260?
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& Thurstin

Best Design
Team in BG
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' Tropical
Decor!
'Aquariums
•Pondot
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SALT LAKE CITY - Fur farmers were taking extra precautions and stepping up security following a firebombing at a
mink-feed plant that caused up to $1 million in damage.
An animal rights activist claimed responsibility for the fire
early Tuesday at the Utah Fur Breeders Agricultural Cooperative in the Salt Lake City suburb of Sandy.
Six pipe bombs destroyed several trucks and Ignited a fire in
the plant's main building.
"That's about as big an act of terrorism as you can find," said
Richard Westwood, a mink farmer and a member of the cooperative's board of directors.
No injuries were reported and none of the 300 minks at the
farm were released or harmed. But Utah fur farmers, the nation's second-highest producers of mink, were not taking the fire
lightly.
Westwood said he and other farmers will depend on security
systems and have hired guards to patrol their farms. The co-op
also plans to fence its yard and install an outside alarm system.
J.P. Goodwin, national director of the Dallas-based Coalition to
Abolish the Fur Trade, said he got a phone call from an animal
rights activist taking responsibility for Tuesday's bombings.
Goodwin said the caller threatened more attacks if demands of
two Syracuse, N.Y., inmates are not met. The inmates, Jeff Watkins and Nicole Rogers, were on a hunger strike demanding
changes in the way animals are trapped and treated.

Parking attendant wins lawsuit after being hit
PORTLAND, Ore. - An airport parking attendant won a $1 million verdict against a doctor who hit her with his Mercedes-Benz
when she tried to give him a parking ticket.
June Grittman, who was paid $11 an hour to enforce parking
regulations at the Portland airport, testified that Dr. Darrell
Brett said he could "buy and sell" people like her after she asked
him in 1995 to move from a no-parking zone.
As she stood in front of the neurosurgeon's car writing a $25
ticket, Brett bumped her across the knees, backed up and hit her
again, sending her sprawling onto the hood.
Witnesses testified that Brett bragged of making $3 million a
year and told Grittman that if she didn't get out of the way, he
would run her over.
A jury Tuesday awarded her $200,000 for physical and emotional injuries and $800,000 in punitive damages.
Brett had no comment.
Brett is accused in a separate, $300,000 lawsuit of making ethnic slurs against a pharmacist who called for confirmation of a
prescription.

Gang member executed for abduction
HUNTSV1LLE, Texas - The leader of a gang that raped and
robbed in attacks at Houston apartment complexes was executed
Wednesday for the abduction, rape and murder of a college student in 1986.
John Kennedy Barefield, 32, whose criminal record began at
age 16 with a Louisiana burglary conviction, was put to death by
lethal injection for the the shooting death of Cindy RounsavUle,
25.ofTulsa.Okla.

352-2107
1616 E. Wooster
k
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TAMPA, Fla - Mitchell Sexton
fatally stabbed his father with a
double-edged knife and used an
electrical cord to hang the body
from the handle of an exercise
bike.
Norman James Eastman beat a
2-year-old to death for vomiting
in his Corvette, punching the
child so hard that the youngster's
bowels ruptured.
Johnny L. Yearby led a gang of
teens who cornered a homeless
man in a courtyard and beat him
to death with a baseball bat as he
yelled, "Why are you doing this
to me?" They picked over his
body, even removing his shoes to
look for money.
The men were among 300 rapists, robbers and other felons
freed this week from prisons
across the state in one of biggest
mass releases of violent lawbreakers in Florida history. Two
hundred more will probably be
released on Monday, and an additional 2,200 will go free in the
coming months and years.
The convicts left prison on
Tuesday because of a U.S. Supreme Court decision last month
that restored "gain time" - time
off that the state automatically
granted to prisoners to relieve
overcrowding, then took away.
"A hell of a lot of innocent people are going to be robbed, raped
and murdered," Lee County
Sheriff John McDougall said
Wednesday. "How many people
are going to have to die in order
to pay for this blunder?"
Four killers from his county in
southwestern Florida were
among the prisoners released,
including Sexton, who was sentenced in 1988 to 22 years for
murder.

Corrections Department officials hurried Wednesday to notify local police about the freed
convicts, while six members of
the agency's victim-assistance
office phoned and wrote victims
who had asked to be told if their
attackers ever went free. State
law allows victims to ask that
they be notified if a criminal is
about to get out.
The inmates were given $100
and were either turned over to
relatives or given a bus ticket to
the Florida destination of their
choice.
One of those released was David Bombay, who robbed gas
station owner William True of
Largo, Fla., in 1986.
"He shouldn't get out early, but
as long as he stays out of trouble,
good for him," True said. "I believe in second chances. If they
get a second chance, and they
blow it, well, shame on them and
back they go."
House Speaker Dan Webster, a
Republican, said he will introduce legislation that would force
any of the released prisoners
convicted of another crime to
serve all the "gain time" they
were awarded In addition to
whatever they get for the new
offense.
"These guys are hardened
criminals and are going to revert
to their old ways," he warned.
The state introduced "gain
time" In 1983. In some cases an
inmate could earn up to two
months of credit for every month
served. About 4,000 inmates who
earned gain time had been
released by 1992.
State Attorney General Bob
Butterworth revoked automatic
gain time in 1992 to prevent violent Inmates from leaving prison

early.
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Tolls
may fund
highway
projects
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton's $175 billion program
for new highway projects could
hit some of America's drivers in
the pocketbook: To help foot the
bill, the plan would allow states
to charge tolls on Interstate
highways.
But Transportation Secretary
Rodney Slater is playing down
the change.
Slater said that while the bill
does give states permission to
charge tolls on existing sections
of the interstate system, it Is only
"a modest change" from previous policy.
"We do not believe a lot of
states will take advantage of It,
but clearly they should have the
opportunity," Slater said at a
news conference at the Transportation Department.
Morton Downey, the department's No. 2 official, said the
change was made in response to
requests by some states for another source of revenue for state
and city transportation projects.
Downey said existing law requires all such tolls to be "just
and reasonable."
At present, tolls are permitted
on highways now used as interstates that were built entirely
with state revenues before the
creation of the Interstate Highway System in 1956. An example:
the New Jersey Turnpike.
Another exception would be
certain new constructions of Interstate segments such as a new
bridge.
Bill Fay, president of the
American Highway Users Alliance, called granting permission
for states to collect tolls on existing segments of the interstate
network built after 1956 an example of "double taxation."
"Those highways have already
been paid for by taxpayers," he
said.

Reverend accused of sexual abuse
The Associated Press

HARTFORD, Conn. - Nine
men have accused the head of
an international Roman Catholic order of sexually abusing
them decades ago when they
were boys and young men
training to be priests, The
Hartford Courant reported.
The men said the Rev. Mar-

cial Maciel Degollado, founder
of the Legionaries of Christ,
molested them in Spain and
Italy In the 1940s, '50s and '60s.
The men said they made
their accusations public because the Vatican did not respond to letters from two
priests sent through church
channels In 1978 and 1989 seeking an investigatlon.the Cour-

month, said in a story Wednesday that the chief Vatican
spokesman, Joaquin NavarroValls, was holding to a decision
not to comment on the allegations.
Those making the claims include a priest, an engineer and
a lawyer. Most of the men are
Mexicans and MexicanAmericans in their 50s and 60s.

ant said.
Maciel, 76, who is based in
Rome, denied the charges in a
letter published in the Courant
a week ago. He described them
as "defamations and falsities
with no foundation whatsoever" and said he was praying for his accusers.
The Courant, which first reported on the allegations last

One of the accusers dictated a
deathbed statement in 199S accusing Maciel of molestation,
the Courant said.
None of the accusers has
filed legal action or sought financial compensation from the
Legion or the Catholic Church.
They told the newspaper that
all they seek Is accountability
by church authorities.
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Changes expected in Peruvian rape law
The Asvxiaied Press
LIMA, Peru - When 14-yearold Juana was 10, her stepfather
began raping her. He continued
to do so for three years while her
mother worked as a live-In maid
In the home of a wealthy family.
Her mother found out last year
when Juana became pregnant
and told her what had happened.
Juana's stepfather was jailed, but
he offered from his cell to "fix"
the whole situation: he'd leave his
wife and marry Juana.

He had hoped to take advantage of a Peruvian law dating to
1852 that lets rapists go free if
they marry their victims. But he
drew a four-year sentence after a
local women's group convinced
Juana that her stepfather's offer
would not solve her problems.
That law is expected to be
stricken from Peru's penal code
on Thursday, when Congress
takes up a Justice Committee
bill. Women's groups and others
say it's about time.
"Imagine a woman marrying

an unknown man who had hurt
her. The punishment was for the
woman. It's absurd," said Congresswoman Martha Hildebrandt, one of the bill's supporters.
A 1991 addition to the old law
also allows co-defendants in a
gang rape to go free if one of
them marries the woman, a provision Hlldebrandt called
"grotesque."
Attorney Gina Yanez of the
Manuela Ramos women's group
said eliminating the law would be

an important victory for women been raoed to consent to marand for Peruvian society.
riage to "save the family honor."
She said the case of Juana, a
In a country where nearly 50
poor child living in Lima's Villa percent of the population is poor,
Maria del Triunfo barrio, is far rape victims sometimes are cotoo common In Peru, where at erced with money into marrying
least 25,000 women are raped a their attackers, she said.
Congresswoman Beatriz Meryear. "She could be any girl by
ino, who introduced the repeal
any name in Peru," Yanez said.
Yanez said Peruvian society measure, said it would eliminate
overvalues virginity, and Peru- a law that "offends the dignity of
vian women often feel they have women."
She said under the proposed
lost their worth once they are no
longer virgins. Relatives also law, rape Is redefined as a "crime
pressure young women who have against liberty" instead of a

"crime against honor that could
be rectified through marriage."
After much debate, the Justice
Commission voted unanimously
Tuesday to get rid of the old law.
If the new law is approved as expected by the full Congress, rapists no longer will be able to use
marriage to escape punishment.
For many Peruvians, the
change is long overdue.
"The rapist is an aggressor.
How can you let him get off by
marrying the victim?" asked
homemaker Ana Maria Tejeira.

Government combats air Health official pleads
pollution problem in Paris innocent to negligence
The Associated Press
PARIS - Trying to keep the
City of Light from turning into
the City of Smog, the French
government has announced its
first crackdown on eye-smarting air pollution in Paris.
French Environment Minister Corinne Lepage announced
the new restrictions in the
National Assembly on Tuesday, the same day speed limits
were lowered on the beltway
circling the city due to worsening air quality.
Pollution reached a "level
two" rating earlier this week.

ONE BEDROOM

The new measures mean that
when pollution reaches "level
three," traffic restrictions,
free parking and free public
transport go into effect
The air quality levels are determined by the amounts of
sulfur dioxide, ozone and nitrogen dioxide in the air.
On the first day of a level-three alert, only cars whose license plates begin with even
numbers will be allowed on the
roads. If the pollution persists,
only cars with odd-numbered
plates can be driven the next
day.
Vehicles carrying three or

more passengers are exempt,
as are taxis, buses, electric
cars and commercial vehicles.
Mrs. Lepage said disobedient
drivers would be fined. The
amount has not yet been determined.
French ecologists were skeptical Wednesday.
"Level-three pollution is rare
because the thresholds are set
unusually high," the Green
Party said, calling Instead for
measures to tackle "the tooimportant role of cars in city
life."

TWO BEDROOM
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For fun and laughs, join UAO on
Friday, March 14 from 7-9:45p.m. in
Mac Countryside Dining Room.

FREE Shuttle Service every 20 minutes
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email: winthrop@wcnel.org
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TOKYO - A former health ministry official pleaded Innocent
Wednesday to professional negligence in failing to stop the sale
of untreated blood products that
caused thousands of AIDS infections in Japan.
Akihito Matsumura was director of the health ministry division that handled blood products
from 1984 to 1986, when he allegedly allowed the untreated blood
products to be used even though
he knew of their risks.
Another Japanese health official and three former presidents

Magic + Comedy =
Becky Blaney

Winthrop Terrace and
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For more info, call 2-7164.
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ATTENTION: Bowling Green Students
~± Student Tickets Only $7.50
>day is the last day to get tickets
at the Student Box Office!

of a pharmaceutical company
also face trial on professional
negligence charges.
Matsumura and the others are
accused of barring the Import of
heat-treated blood products until
1985 to allow Japanese companies to come up with their own
technology.
About 2,000 Japanese, mostly
hemophiliacs, contracted the
AIDS virus from the untreated
products, and about 400 have
died.
At the opening of his trial
Wednesday in Tokyo District
Court, Matsumura pleaded innocent, saying: "I did everything

possible as far as my duties were
concerned."
Matsumura's trial began two
days after the start of the trial of
Takeshi Abe, a doctor who once
advised the government on AIDS
policy. Abe denied charges of
negligence in the death of a hemophilia patient infected with
AIDS from untreated blood
products.
Companies that supplied the
untreated blood products have
reached an out-of-court settlement with surviving patients, but
three former presidents of Green
Cross Corp., the top supplier of
the blood products, face charges.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Tuesday - Sunday

DRINK SPECIALS
6-9PM...Ladies 0nly...Fri. & Sat.
25t Well Drinks & Drafts
7-9PM...Dimers...Thurs. & Sat.
Rolling Rock for $1

POP-A-SHOT TOURNAMENT
...Tuesday & Sunday...$100 Crand Prize,
The bar formerly known as Gamers
Coll for info...352-9780

7-9PM
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EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE

1997 BGSU Intramural Basketball
Championship Results:

(you can still get tickets for the $7.50
student price @ Joe Louis Arena)

Fraternity A
Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Sigma Alpha Epsllon, 70-64 (OT)

OhBfifi

Team Swoosh defeated Rain, 41 -26

Sororltv
Sigma Kappa defeated Chi Omega, 06-22

College Hockey at the Joe
March 14 & 15
Joe LouisFriday,
Arena
March 14
BGSU vs. Michigan
•5:00pmMichigan State vs. Miami of Ohio
•8:30pm»
Saturday, March 15
Championship Game
•7:30pm«

TICKETS: $22.50, $16, $12, and $8 per day.
Available at Joe Louis Arena
Box Office and all Ticketmaster Locations.
Student tickets ONLY $7.50-only available at
Student Box Offices and Joe Louis Arena
Great Group Rates! For Information Call
(313)965-3099

Women's Independent
AGK Hoops defeated The Eostslde, 40-20
IHyn's Independent
Wanted Dead or Alive defeated Tricksters, 75-53
Fraternity B
Sigma Phi Epsllon defeated Sigma Chi, 59-05
Congratulations to the winners, and thanks to everyone who

participated!
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Mountaineers end Falcons'season
Daniels scores career-high 38
in disappointing 98-95 loss
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News

MORGANTOWN, W.Va - For
a split second. It looked liked Antonio Daniels had done it again.
Bowling Green, down 10 with
five minutes to go, nearly completed another remarkable
comeback Wednesday in the first
round of the NTT.
Instead, Daniels, In the last
game of his brilliant Falcon career, had a desperation 3-pointer
at the buzzer kiss off the rim in a
wild 98-95 West Virginia win before 4,087 fans here at the WVU
Coliseum.
Daniels, the MAC's Player of
the Year, had a career-high 38
points but couldn't get the roll
after a good look from 26 feet as
the final horn sounded.
On his way to perhaps a lottery
pick In June's NBA draft, Daniels
stood near the right wing, unable
to comprehend how his shot did
not fall.
"I thought it was going off the
glass," he said. "That's how it
goes sometimes."
BG ends its most successful
season in nearly SO years at 22-10
overall. BG last won as many as
22 games in the 1948-49 season.
BG has not won an NIT game
since 1954, spanning six appearances.
West Virginia (20-9) advances
to the second round of the NIT to
play North Carolina State next
week.
The Mountaineers, down by as
many as eight points early In the
second half, had 19 first-half
turnovers and quickly found out
why no team has tried to run with
the Falcons this season.
BG, seemingly cruising early
in the second half, veered off
course when West Virginia went
to a matchup zone defense.
A 16-2 Mountaineer run, culminating with a follow slam by
Gordon Malone at the 9K)8 mark,
gave West Virginia a 62-54 lead.
The Fajcons got back to within
two points with six minutes to go,
but a pair of crucial turnovers
swung the momentum back
toward the Mountaineers.
A 7-0 spurt, capped by another
Malone slam, gave West Virginia
a 79-69 lead with five minutes
remaining.
After 19 giveaways in the first
half, the Mountaineers had just
seven turnovers in the second.
"They did a great job of handling [our press]," Daniels said.
"I think that was the difference

in the ball game."
BG closed back within four
points after a Jay Larranaga
3-pointer with 3:21 left, but the
Falcons couldn't come up with a
defensive stop over the final
minutes.
Twice the Mountaineers
missed free throws In the final
minute but came up with an
offensive rebound, spelling doom
for BG's chances.
BG was out rebounded 48-30.
The Falcons drained 16 3-pointers, one shy of the school record.
Daniels, Larranaga and DeMar
Moore sank five apiece.
"Bowling Green is a great
team," said West Virginia coach
Gale Catlett. "They deserve a lot
of credit."
The Falcons could not come up
with an answer for West Virginia's powerful inside-outslde
combination of Malone and Seldon Jefferson.
Jefferson had 29 points on
13-of-18 shooting, while Malone
had 18 rebounds and 24 points.
"We couldn't handle their pickand-roll," said BG head coach
Jim Larranaga "Jefferson is a
great player."
An era ended here in Morgantown with Daniels and Larranaga
in their final games as a Falcon.
Daniels was nothing short of
spectacular in his final performance, dishing out eight assists to
go along with 14-of-23 shooting.
He finishes in second place on
BG's all-time scoring and assist
lists.
"I had a fantastic time while I
was here," Daniels said. "I went
from a boy to a man.
"I really found out that there
are worse things than losing college basketball games."
Larranaga, BG's all-time leading 3-polnt shooter, and Moore
each had 17 points, while Anthony Stacey had 11 points for the
Falcons.
BOWLING GREEN (22-10)

Larranaga 6-12 0-0 17, Stacey 4-13 3-4 11,
Cowan 2-8 1 2 5. Moore 6-15 0 0 17, Daniels
14-23 5-7 38, Reid 2-5 04) S, Euerkamp 0-2
0-00.Murray 1-30-0 2. Totals35-81 9-1395.
WEST VIRCINIA (20-9)
Owena 7-9 2-5 16. Solhelm 1-3 1-2 5, Malone 10-11 4-8 24. Pledger 3-8 1-1 7, Jeffer.ton 13-18 2-3 29. West 4-7 r»8 15. Jonee 0-2
0-2 0, Gone 1-1 0-0 2, liguori 0-1 2-2 2. Tolala 394018-3198.
HaitiIma - Bowling Green 41, Weal Virginia 34. 3-polnlara - WV 2-6 (Jelferaon 1-4,
Waal 1-2), BG 11-32 (Larranaga 5-9, Moore
5-11, Oanlek) 5-7, Raid 1-3, Ealerkamp 0-2).
Rebounds - WV 48 (Malone 18), BO 30
(Sucey, Cowan 6). Aaalaia - WV 18 (Jottereon •), BO IS (Oanlala •). Turnover! - WV
28, BG 12. Fouled Out - Raid. A - 4,087.
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West Virginia's Damian Owens (24) grabs the ball in front of BG's
Jay Larranaga. Larranaga scored 17 points in his last game in a Fal-

con uniform, as BG dropped the game 98-95.

Falcons to take on Michigan in semifinals
By BLAKE PARKINS
The BC News

The Falcons' two-game sweep
at Lake Superior last week
earned them a trip to Joe Louis
Arena Friday for the second
round of the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association playoffs.
BG will take on CCHA regular
season and defending NCAA

a

champion Michigan, who has lost previous ten years.
only three decisions this season.
"I'm still having a hard time
Ousting the Lakers completed believing that we won four
a five-game season sweep of games [in Sault Ste. Marie] this
Lake Superior, an unconven- year," said BG coach Buddy
tional feat for any team In college Powers. "This is so far removed
hockey. Lake State has a long- from the norm when these teams
standing tradition of success in usually play."
the postseason, having advanced
Lake State, under first-year
to the second round each of the coach Scott Borek, is undergoing

BGNewaPketekyRMaUKebayaaal

The Falcons upset Lake Superior last weekend, but they will have their hands full with first-place Michigan.

a transformation which may
"Bobby made some big saves
have been in BG's favor. Borek, when he had to," Powers said.
however, was quick to credit the
play of the Falcons.
Senior explosion
"We're in a rebuilding year,
and they're already built," Borek
The Falcon seniors decided
said. "I said it at the beginning of that they didn't want to end their
the year that Michigan and Bowl- careers without making a trip to
ing Green were the best hockey the Joe and led the team to victeams in the league.
tory in both ends of the rink.
"They're just a better hockey
"I think we really stepped up
team than we are."
and showed the other guys what
we had to do and I think they in
Defense is key
turn followed us," said Kelman.
"We led, and they followed, and
The best determinant of the that's what you have to do."
Falcons' success against the
The veterans chalked up 11 of
Wolverines will be the consistency of the defense. BG will the 13 goals for the weekend.
need to control Michigan's tran- Brett Punchard (three goals, four
sition game on the larger ice sur- assists) and Mike Johnson (three
face at the Joe to give itself goals, three assists) were BG's
top scorers. Punchard tallied all
every chance to win.
Playoff hockey is often charac- of his goals in game two with his
terized by tight scores, making first career hat trick.
Curtis Fry also played well in
each defensive mistake crucial.
Powers was pleased with the his return from a knee Injury
team's defense at Sault Ste. back on Feb. 22 against Ohio
Marie, especially the trio of State. Fry posted four points on
senior blueliners Todd Kelman, two goals and two assists, including a short-handed one to put the
Matt Eldred and Kelly Perrault.
Lakers out of their misery in the
"The defensive core -- Kelman, final game.
Fry and Johnson, who were seEldred and Perrault - played
really well," said the BG com- lected CCHA honorable mention,
mander. "It was a real team have been the breadwinners for
Powers all season.
effort."
"Fry and Johnson have been
Powers was also pleased with
netminder Bob Petrle, who has good all year," Powers said.
stopped 91 percent of shots he "When they produce the offense
has faced over the past three like they did ... we're a pretty
good club."
games.

NIT Results
Wat* Virginia 98, Bowling
Green 95

Bradley 66, Oexel S3
Texas-Christian 85, AlabamaBirmingham 62
Nebraska 67, Washington 63
Arkansas 101, Northern Arizona 75
Pittsburgh 82. New Orleans 63

Connecticut 71, lona 66
Florida Stale 82, Syracuse 67
Notre Dame 74, Oral Roberta
58
rAchigan Stale 65, George
WasNgtonSO
North Carolina State
Southwest Missouri 66
Nevada at Fresno Stale(n)
Memphis at UNLV(n)
Oregon at Hawaii(n)
Tonight'. Gam*.
Miami al Michigan

Tulane at Oklahoma Stale

77,
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NCAA Tournament first round schedule
NCAA Basketball Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Tunes EST
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
At Lawrence Joel Coliseum
Wlnsloa-Salem, N.C.
Tonight

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

All-American Fortson fired up
The Associated Press

California (21-8) vs. Princeton (24-3), 12:15 p.m.
VUlaaova (23-9) vs. Long Island University (21-8), 30 minutes
after previous game
North Carolina (24^) vs. Fairfleld (11-18), 7:40 pjn.
Indiana (22-10) vs. Colorado (21-9), 30 minutes after previous
game
At Pittsburgh Civic Arena
Pittsburgh
Friday
Wisconsin (18-9) vs. Texas (16-11), 12:15 p.m.
South Carolina (24-7) vs. Cup pin State (21-8), 30 minutes after
previous game
New Mexico (24-7) vs. Old Dominion (22-10), 7:40 p.m.
Louisville (23-8) vs. Massachusetts (19-13), 30 minutes after previous game
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Pyramid
Memphis, Tenn.
Tonight
Kansas (32-1) vs. Jackson State (14-15), 12:25 p.m.
Purdue (17-11) vs. Rhode Island (20-9), 30 minutes after previous
game
Maryland (21-10) vs. College of Charleston (28-2), 7:50 p.m.
Arizona (19-9) vs. South Alabama (23-6), 30 minutes after previous game
At Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.
Friday
Georgia (24-8) vs. Tennessee-Chattanooga (22-10), 12:30 p.m.
Illinois (21-9) vs. Southern California (17-10), 30 minutes after
previous game
Marquette (22-8) vs. Providence (21-11), 7:40 p.m. Duke (23-8) vs.
Murray State (20-9), 30 minutes after previous game
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Palace of Auburn Hills
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Tonight
Cincinnati (25-7) vs. Butler (23-9), 1£30 p.m.
Iowa State (20-8) vs. Illinois State (24-5), 30 minutes after previous game
Xavier, Ohio (22-5) vs. Vanderbilt (19-11),7:40 p.m.
UCLA (21-7) vs. Charleston Southern (17-12), 30 minutes after
previous game
At Kemper Arena
Kansas City, Mo.
Friday
Clemson (21-9) vs. Miami, Ohio (21-8), 12.-25 p.m.
Tulsa (23-9) vs. Boston University (25-4), 30 minutes after previous game
Mississippi (20-8) vs. Temple (19-10), 7:50 p.m.
Minnesota (27-3) vs. Southwest Texas State (16-12), 30 minutes
after previous game
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Huntsman Center
Salt Lake City
Tonight
Boston College (21-8) vs. Valparaiso (24-6), 2:42 p.m.
St. Joseph's (24-6) vs. Pacific (24-5), 30 minutes after previous
game
Kentucky (30-4) vs. Montana (21-10), 7:55 p.m.
Iowa (21-9) vs. Virginia (18-12), 30 minutes after previous game
At The McKale Center
Tucson, Artx.
Friday
North Carolina Charlotte (21-8) vs. Georgetown (20-9), 2:42 p.m.
Utah (26-3) vs. Navy (20-8), 30 minutes after previous game
Wake Forest (23-6) vs. St. Mary's, Calif. (23-7), 7:55 p.m.
Stanford (20-7) vs. Oklahoma (19-10), 30 minutes after previous
game

Get TAN for Spring Break

CINCINNATI - Danny Fortson
Is fired up. That can only help the
No. 10 Cincinnati Bearcats as
they prepare to play against Butler in the first round of the NCAA
tournament Thursday.
"I'm going to play like a man
possessed," Fortson said. "I've
never been more motivated in
my life. This year was supposed
to be my year - our year. It still
can be,"
The Bearcats were ranked No.
1 in the preseason, but quickly
fell from that lofty position and
never regained it.
The Bearcats (25-7) rely on
Fortson, a junior power forward
chosen as a first-team AilAmerican. Fortson, also a twotime Conference USA player of
the year, averages 21.4 points
and 9.2 rebounds a game.
Fortson is considering going to
the NBA after this season.
The Butler Bulldogs will be
making their first NCAA tournament appearance in 35 years
when they play Cincinnati on
Thursday afternoon in Auburn
Hills, Mich.
Butler has won
11 of its
past 12 games, and during that
stretch has allowed an opponent
60 points just once.
Butler (23-9) set a school record for wins, winning the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
regular-season and tournament
championships.
"We're a solid team that
doesn't make many mistakes,"
reserve Mike Marshall said. "It's
a tough match-up. We have to
play our defense and not make
mistakes."
Cincinnati could play in the
NCAA tournament without point
guard Charles Williams, whose
eligibility is in question. Williams
has been withheld from recent
games as a result He Is thinking

Brand New 20 min. beds & bulbs!
Appointments Available:
M-F 5:30am - 10pm
Sat & Sun 10am - 6 pm

DUL/IO

UTPI

354-5060

Just a reminder...
EXTRA!!? The BG News BORAH!

of leaving Cincinnati.
"I'm frustrated at administrators and frustrated with a lot of
people. This could have been
done last week or been done before the season even started.
This is stupid," Williams said.
"These type of reviews are
really a methodical process and
take on a life of their own," Cincinnati athletics director Gerald
O'Dell said. "It's imperative that
it runs its course. There's no
clear cut timetable."
The review on Williams apparently focuses on who paid for
four courses Williams took as a

The Associated Press
PALM DESERT, Calif. - Instant
replay in the NFL died again
Wednesday, the victim of a proposal that was so narrow it was
nitpicked Into defeat.
After a last-minute effort to
resurrect it, 10 teams voted
against bringing back replay for
the first time since the 1991
season. Only seven votes were
needed to defeat the proposal.
The most apparent reason for
rejection was that requesting a
replay would cost the challenging team a timeout, whether the
challenge was right or not.
"It's dead for now," said Dan
Rooney, owner of the Pittsburgh
Steelers, who voted for it.
"Maybe we should put a moratorium on It for a couple of years."
The latest plan was similar to
the system in effect from
1986-1991, to the extent that it

would apply to possession, out of
bounds and scoring plays, but not
penalties.
Instead of having a replay official off the field decide it, the
referee would make the decision
after viewing a monitor on the
field. And instead of unlimited
replays determined by that official, coaches would make challenges - two a game.
That was the sticking point
with many teams, even with
some coaches who supported the
rule. They worried that if they
had to use timeouts, they might
be stuck without one for a challenge at the end that might determine the outcome of a game or even if a team makes the
playoffs.
"We have the best game in the
world," said Al Davis, owner of
the Oakland Raiders, who said he
would support some replay plans
but not this one.

BGSU Recycling Program
^\ 144 College Park A
%
*
372-8909
**
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Danny Fortson
Cincinnati forward
Cincinnati student during the
1996 summer session to complete
his junior college degree before
accepting a scholarship with the
Bearcats.
Williams played in 28 games

this season, averaging 18
minutes of play and three points.
Since his suspension, Terrence
Davis has started the past three
games at point guard, and Damon
Flint also takes over at times.

"We have three timeouts in the
first half, we have three timeouts
in the second have and we've had
it for eternity. I dont want to
have instant replay compromising it."
This proposal was in trouble
from the start.
It only got to the floor because
the competition committee was
willing to present it despite a 4-3
vote in the committee against it.
The three in favor were the three
coaches on the committee - Mike
Holmgren of Green Bay, Bill
Cowher of Pittsburgh and Dennis
Green of Minnesota.
But it was apparent from the
start that the timeout provision
would cause problems.

In Wednesday morning's session, the teams took a nonbinding vote, with 20 teams for it,
nine against and one "maybe," Dallas owner Jerry Jones, who
had voted against it In committee. The committee met again to
try to find some compromise, but
couldn't, and when the owners
went back into session, it was
quickly killed.

And it was all but killed on
Tuesday, when coach Bill Parcells of the New York Jets, who
isn't here, said in a conference
call he wouldn't accept it in its

The 10 teams that voted no
were Arizona, Buffalo, Chicago,
Cincinnati, Dallas, Kansas City,
both New York teams, Oakland
and Tampa Bay.

current form, bringing to eight
the teams on record against it.
Holmgren called Parcel Is on
Tuesday evening in an attempt to
get him to change his mind, but
the Jets were one of the 10 teams
voting no.

PRO BASEBALL

Mesa leaves his legal troubles behind
The Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. -- Jose
Mesa's legal troubles are hundreds of miles away In Cleveland
- and he intends to keep them
there while he Is at spring training.
"When I'm in the ballpark, I
Just block it out and stay with
baseball," Mesa said. "I really
don't think it's bothered me.
Everyone goes through bad
times."
Mesa, 31, has pleaded innocent

to one count of rape, two counts
of gross sexual imposition, one
count of felonious assault and
one count of carrying a concealed weapon. He is free on
$10,000 bond.
Lakewood police officers arrested Mesa on Dec. 27 in downtown Cleveland, following a
complaint by two women he met
at a nightclub five days earlier.
Mesa will return to Cleveland
on Tuesday for a pretrlal hearing. The trial is set to begin
March 31.

Thursday March 13

Recycle paper,
cans & glass.

"I'm going to play like a man possessed. I've
never been more motivated in my life. This
year was supposed to be my year -- our year.
It still can be."

Upon further review, instant replay fails

114-MM

Located' Next to
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University of Cincinnati basketball coach Bob Huggins stretches out as his team practices on the floor of
the Palace at Auburn Hills. UC will take on Butler in the first round of the NCAA tournament Thursday
night.
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In six appearances this spring.
Mesa is 0-0 with one save and a
1.59 ERA. He has allowed six hits
and three walks, striking out
three.
Mesa allowed one hit in one Inning Tuesday as the Indians lost
to Houston 10-4.
"I'm trying to get my velocity
back," Mesa said. "It's not there
yet, but It's coming. I spent the
winter in Cleveland, so I'm still
getting ready. Usually I play winter ball in the Dominican Republic for part of the season. I didn't

this season, so it's going to take
me longer to get ready."
"I don't look at radar-gun readings," he said, "I Just know I'm
not throwing as hard as I did last
year. My shoulder Is fine, I'm
just not there yet."
Mesa's legal troubles also have
presented problems for manager
Mike Hargrove. When asked
what was his biggest concern
was about the 1997 Indians, Hargrove responded, "The legal
problems Jose Mesa has - and
how it will affect his availability."
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■COLLEGE BASKETBALL-

Tar Heels' coach Dean Smith approaches top of win list
By Jim Litke
The Associated Press
Adolph Rupp's name Is back on
everyone's lips, this time not so
much because of what he won,
but because of what he Is about to
lose. Not everyone is unhappy
about that, either.
Come Saturday, 25 years after
he coached his last game and almost 20 years after his death,
Rupp will likely be bumped from
the top of college basketball's career win list by Dean Smith
Those who played for Rupp could
not imagine him going quietly.
That's what they told the local
newspaper recently.
"He," said Frank Ramsey, a
star at Kentucky in the early
1950s, "would have had a few
choice words."
"Anybody who had an ego as
large as his, I guarantee would be
upset," said Larry Conley, a
member of the undersized, overachieving 1966 squad known as
"Rupp's Runts."
Dan Issel, the last of 23 AilAmericans to play for Rupp, sees
his old coach doing more. He pictured the Baron climbing back
into a trademark brown suit and
returning to the sidelines in pursuit of more wins.
"He'd find a university or college that would employ somebody past the age of 70, and start
building on. He was that competitive," Issel added. "His success
was that important to him."
Desire, obviously, wouldn't be
a problem had Rupp somehow
been granted one more run in a
profession he dominated for
nearly five decades. Less certain
is whether he would be nearly as
successful as the first time
around: 876 wins, four NCAA
championships, one NIT championship, one Olympic gold medal and 27 SEC titles.

The game has changed, and
much less than Smith, Rupp
seems a prisoner of his particular time. Not in how he wanted
the game played, but in whom he
allowed to play it.
Between 1930, when Rupp debuted at Kentucky, and 1972,
when he departed, one black
played basketball there. That
came at the very end of his tenure, a fact that seems even more
damning contrasted with Rupp's
open-mindedness about every
other aspect of the game
On the floor, his Wildcat teams
were as fluid as any, more predatory than most and for years,
stocked with the kind of talent
other coaches only dreamed
about. Though different in some
ways, in others they were very
much like the polished Tar Heel
teams that have produced NBA
stars by the handful. That was no
coincidence.
Rupp and Smith played ball at
Kansas 30 years apart, but both
had the good luck to apprentice
under Phog Allen, one of the college game's great innovators.
None of the tricks Allen deployed
so successfully for so long
whether it involved recruiting,
running a motion offense or
springing defensive traps anywhere on the court
escaped
either man's notice.
Rupp's eye for talent was so
good, in fact, that when he went
overseas In the mid-1950s with
Boston Celtics star Bob Cousy
and coach Red Auerbach in tow
to stage clinics for the Air Force,
a kid he called out of line to help
demonstrate was the young Dean
Smith. The friendship they
struck up then extended over 20
years.
Smith, whose record against
Rupp was 5-2, recently recalled
his favorite meeting. It took
place in Charlotte, N.C., in 1969, a

"He'd find a
university or college
that would employ
somebody past the
age of 70, and start
building on. He was
that competitive."
Dan Issel
on what Adolph Rupp would do
if he found out his record was in
jeopardy

day before the two teams met for
the last time during Rupp's tenure.
"We were In the same hotel and
he called my room and said,
"C'mon over." He had his red paJamas on. He was very entertaining."
Unfortunately, Rupp's nimble
turn of mind never extended to
his roster. He knew by ignoring
black players, he was cutting
himself off. And to this day, rumors persist he intended to Integrate his team in the mid-1960s,
but that the recruit backed out
when Rupp refused to enter his
home and insisted his parents
come out and sign the scholarship letter In the car. Not long
after, a team with five black
starters from Texas Western
(later renamed Texas-El Paso)
beat Rupp's Wildcats in the
NCAA championship.
That 1966 final came to be
viewed as a watershed event.
When he failed to take notice of
the changing tide, Rupp was
marked in the minds of many as
finally and forever an enemy. He
achieved much, but, they argue
rightly, he could have achieved

AiiocUlrd Pratt phulo

Tar Heel coach Dean Smith talks to reporters at a press conference on Wednesday. The Tar Heels will
play Fairfield in the first round of the NCAA Tournament Thursday night.
so much more.
"I never liked Mr. Rupp. I
never have," said Arkansas
coach Nolan Richardson, who is
black. "I have reasons.
"Not because he didn't do a
great job, because he did. Obviously, he won a lot of games.
But I think the world of Dean.
He's a class individual. I'll sleep
much better," he said, "knowing
Dean is the man."

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Bronze bust of OSU's Hayes for sale
OSU hopes to raise $1.25
mill for academic chair
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A $1.25 million
drive is under way to establish an
academic chair in honor of
Woody Hayes, highlighted by the
sale of bronze busts of the former Ohio State coach
Ex-Buckeye quarterback Rex
Kern is heading the fund raising
for the Wayne Woodrow Hayes
Chair in National Security Studies.
Hayes, who died 10 years ago
Wednesday, was interested in
history and international affairs,
and often gave speeches on those
subjects.
Hayes coached longer than any
other Buckeye football coach,
from 1951 through the 1978
season. His record at Ohio State
was 205-61-10. He also coached at
Denison for three years and at
Miami of Ohio for two.
One of the busts will be presented to Varsity "O," an organization of former Buckeye football players. Another will go in
the Mershon Center, a campus
building that is, among other
things, host to visitors in the field
of international security.
Hayes' widow, Anne Hayes,
commissioned Urbana artist
Mike Major to create the likeness
of her husband. The sculpture
weighs 45 pounds and is 17 in-

88.1 FM
WBGU

96 busts will be
offered for sale at
$5,000 apiece. Ohio
State will receive
$1,000 from each
sale.

ches tall from its base to the top
of the coach's ever-present baseball cap.

Major also has made bronze
sculptures of Ohio pioneer Simon
Kenton for his gravesite in Urbana and a bust of former Green
Bay Packers coach Vlnce Lorn
bardl. He is working on a sculpture of Civil War Gen. William
Tecumseh Sherman for the city
of Lancaster.

CCHA

SEMI-FINALS

88.1 FM
WBGU

Friday* 4:30pm air-time
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By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE
ORIOLES Optioned RHP
Jimmy Haynes to Rochester
of the International League.
CHICAGO WHITE
SOX Named Mike Gellinger
computer scouting analyst.
Assigned RHP Chris Clcmons
to Nashville of the American
Association and C Mark Johnson to their minor-league
camp.
CLEVELAND INDIANS Signed C Sandy Alomar to a two-year contract extension through the 1999
season.
SEATTLE
M A RINERS Optioned RHP Dean
Crow, RHP Mac Suzuki, INF
Giomar Guevara and OF Raul
Ibanez to Tacoma of the PCL;
RHP Ivan Montane and OF
Marcus Sturdlvant to Memphis of the Southern League;
LHP Damaso Marie to Lancaster of the California League;
and reassigned C Jason Varitek and INF Todd Haney to
their minor-league camp.
TORONTO BLUE
JAYS Optioned IB Ryan Jones
and INF Jeff Patzke to Syracuse of the International
league. Optioned C Julio
Mosquera to Knoxvllle of the

Southern League. Reassigned
RHP Chris Carpenter, RHP
Roy Halladay and RHP Billy
Koch to their minor league
camp.
National League
CHICAGO CUBS Optioned
P Brian Stephenson and INF
Jason Maxwell to Iowa of the
American Association and C
Pat Cline to Orlando of the
Southern League. Assigned P
Paul Fletcher, P Kevin Tolar,
P Ben VanRyn, C Mark Dalesandro to their minor-league
camp.
MONTREAL
EXPOS Reassigned LHP Carlos Pulido and INF Rick Schu
to Ottawa of the International
League and C Michael Barrett
to West Palm Beach of the
Florida State League. Optioned RHP Derek Aucoln,
RHP Melvln Bunch, C Bob
Henley, LHP Jose Paniagua,
LHP Ryan McGuire, OF DaRond Stovall and Everett Stull
to Ottawa and INF Israel Alcantera and LHP Tommy
Phelps to Harrlsburg of the
Eastern League.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES Assigned RHP John
Brlscoe to their minor-league
camp.

Mrs. Hayes also has asked that
a bust be donated to the College
Football Hall of Fame in South
Bend, Ind.
Major said 96 busts will be offered for sale at $5,000 apiece.
Ohio State will receive $1,000
from each sale.

Bowling Green vs.
#1 Michigan
^»

SPORTS TRANSACTIONS

from Joe Lewis Arena

^m ^*

A HOC ui cd Prau pk«*

These busts of Woody Hayes will be sold to help raise money for an
academic chair in Hayes's name. Hayes died ten years ago yesterday.

How would von like
lo ho Freddie* or
Frieda?
\|>i>lic*alioiis can lie
picked up at 405
Student
Sci'vic'cs/Sacldlciiiirc*

Listen to the Falcons Take the Title!

CCHA Championships
(if BG. wins)

Saturday 7:00pm

88.1 WBGU
\

The BG News

page ten

PRO BASEBALL

Raffle
Buy a ticket for a chance to win
one of the following prizes:

Tribe signs Alomar to two-year deal

**. ">*

^T^A*/^

«sass

• Autographed Falcon Team
Hockeys**
A,j
• $23 0*t Certificate kom
*/,
Kaufman's
• $25 Gift Certificate to Campus
Tanning
• $25 Gift Certificate to Planet Tan
• 10 Free Video Rentals from Late Ni
VMM
• One Free Dinner at Chl-Chis
• $10 Oift Certificate to Easy Snoot Cafe
• $12 Gift Certificate to Big Boy Family Restaurant
itaurant ^•■•i/
• 3 Free Video Rentals at Video Connection
• Free Bagel Sandwich at Cosmo's
• On* Free Bottle of Shampoo from Hal's Barter Shop
• One Free Bottle of Basics Hair Care Product at
Carousel Beauty Shoppe

^o^V'
<S%

The Associated Press

W>»15

'Bg • -»

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - The
Cleveland Indians signed catcher
Sandy Alomar to a two-year contract extension Wednesday,
three weeks after passing on a
club option for the 1998 season.
Alomar, who would have been
eligible for free agency after this
season, hit .263 with 11 homers
and SO RBIs last year, playing
more than 100 games for only the
second time in his Injury-plagued
seven-year career.
"Right now I feel I rejuvenated
again," Alomar said. "Hopefully
I ran out of bad luck."
Alomar would have made $3

Join The
Newlove Family!
f

Some of the many quality locations:'

NOME, Alaska - Martin Buser
has won his third Iditarod Trail
Sled Dog Race. Shortly after his
team crossed the finish line, race
officials said a fifth dog had died
in the race.
Buser finished the race at 7:31
p.m. (11:31 EST) Tuesday as a
throng of cheering spectators
crowded around the finish chute
on Front Street in temperatures
that hovered near zero.
Buser finished the 1,100-mile
race in nine days, eight hours, 31
minutes - slower than the nineday, two-hour record set by 1995
champion Doug Swingley of Lincoln, Mont., who finished second
this time.
Buser won $50,000 and a
$38,000 truck.
About an hour before Buser
reached Nome, mustier Nicholas
Pattaroni of Big Lake reached
the Koyuk checkpoint with a
dead dog. Race officials issued a
news release announcing the
death of Al, a 3-1/2-year-old

NEWL9VE
Rentals

I352-5620
kgjf 328 S. Main " 3l
Call or stop in our office
for more information

TONIGHT AT THE

•■■«■

ASIimr.CS!
EASTERN CONHRENd
AdjniK Dfvision
W
I
Pel.
47
17
New York
.734
Miami
46
17
.730
Orlando
34
28
.548
Washington
29 33
.468
.290
New Jersey
18 44
2S8
Philadelphia
16 46
Boston
12 SI
.190
Central Division
x-Qiicago
SS 8
.873
Detroit
45
17
.726
Atlanta
43
20
683
Char lone
651
41
22
Cleveland
34 27
.557
Indiana
30 32
.484
Milwaukee
26 36
.419
Toronto
22 40
J5S

The Bewl-N-Greenery
All You Can Eat

PASTA!
feast on alt you can eat pasta. (Plus, your meatincludes
soup & salad bar, potato bar and beverages.

£ $5.20
Only

30
34.5
9.5
12
M
20
243

28.5
325

flours: 4:30-7:00 \
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Oivition

W

The Pheasant Room
BBQ Chicken
Or Ribs

x-Utah
Houston
Minnesota
Dallas
Denver
San Antonio
Vancouver

$8.95
ftOtncr snadzvkfus &
*• dinners always available

9lours: 4:30-7:00pm

Meal Card Accepted 4:30-7:00 pm
•BigCharge Accepted 11:30am- 1:30pm & 4:30-7.00pm

(4) TIRE ROTATION
AND BALANCE
ONLY
$21.95
P«M«nl *m ooLrpor. to mdmt tp»ul pfto*
Uo*i cm c*# tor aeeo*mm*.

COOLING SYSTEM
CHECK
ONLY
$39.95
Flush / Fill
C«i tor appoinon»nt • ExptrM 4/1/07

i r
i
i
i
i

i
i
i
i

1
I

L

Pet

46
17
.730
43 21
.672
31
30
.508
20 41
J28
18 44
290
IS 47
.242
11
54
.169
Pacific Division

Seattle
43 18
LA. Lakers
41
20
Portland
36 28
Sacramento
28 35
LA. Clippers
26 34
Phoenix
24 38
Golden State
23 38
x-clinched playorr spot

your dinner includes 'B'BQJZfucksn or "Ribs, potato,
tossed salad, and garlic bread.

352-0387

.672
563
.444
.433
J87
J77

\r

Niln.ul Hockey league
■y The Associated Preai
Al Times EST
CASTIKN CONff SINCE
Atlantic Division
W L
T Pis
Philadelphia
38 20 10 86
New Jersey
36 19 12 84
Florida
30 23 IS 75
NY. Rangers
32 28 9
73
Tampa Bay
27 32 7
61
Washington
27 34 7
61
NY. Islanders
23 34 10 56
Northeast Division
W L T Put
Buffalo
35 21 11 81
Pittsburgh
70
32 28 6
Hartford
27 30 10 64
Montreal
24 32 13 61
Ottawa
22 32 13 57
Boston
23 36 9
SS
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division

W L T
Dallas
Detroit

14

Phoenix

25
27.5
XS
36

St. Louis
Chicago

2
&5
16
16.5
193
20

Wednesday's Cams
late Came Not Included
Utah 117. New Jersey 102
Chicago 108, Philadelphia 104
Washington 104. Vancouver 82
Indiana 92, Atlanta82
Orlando 96, Houston 95
Golden State at LA. lakers (n)

Toronto

40
33
31
29
27
25
Pacific

"Sandy has been a
pivotal part of the
rise and success of
this organization."
John Hart
Indians General Manager

Acquired in 1989 from the San
Diego Padres along with Carlos
Baerga in the trade for Joe Carter, Alomar became part of
Hart's foundation of young, talented players signed to longterm deals.

W t, T
x-Colorado
Edmonton
Anaheim
Calgary
Vancouver

41 17
31 31
28 30
28 34
28 36
Los Angeles
25 35
San Jose
23 37
x-clinched playoff berth

9
7
9
7
4
9
7

Wednesday's Cames
late games not included
Hartford 6. Boston 3
N. Y. Rangers 3. Washington 2
Chicago 3, Toronto 2
Calgary at Colorado, (n)
Pittsburgh at Phoenix, (n)
Detroit at Anaheim, (n)

Buser gave credit for his victory to his dogs.
"They are really such incredible athletes," Buser said posing
with lead dogs Fearless and
Blondie. "I'm just the lucky guy
who gets to ride on the runners."
Swingley reached the finish
line Tuesday at 10:41 p.m. behind
at team of 7 dogs. Defending
champion Jeff King of Denali
Park finished third, at 2:35 a.m.
Dee Dee Jonrowe of Willow was
fourth, arriving at 5:26 a.m.
Buser, Swingley and King had
been leapfrogging up the trail for
most of the race. Buser took the
lead when he blasted through the
Shageluk checkpoint early Friday, gaining 90 minutes on
Swingley. He was able to hang
onto that lead for the next 500
miles.
Swingley made an 11th-hour
push to catch Buser late Monday
when he followed Buser out of
the Elim checkpoint by five
minutes. Swingley, who began
the race with 16 dogs, was down
to eight and was cutting back on

GP
226
188
180
222
184
172
183

GA
173
1SS
160
193
206
191
198

GP
195
228
189
210

GA
167
216
204
243

184 197
200 244

192
199
177
198

205
209
172
234

GF
228
213
195
181
209
184
172

GA
163
208
194
196
233
224
220

The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Churchill
Downs is offering to simulcast
the Kentucky Oaks and the Kentucky Derby to two Southern
Ohio tracks providing they agree
to a blackout on all Churchill
races.
The ban would not apply to
other tracks in Ohio, said David
Carrico, vice president of sales at
Churchill Downs.
Churchill wants to start simulcasting all of its races to Ohio,
but not to River Downs and Lebanon Raceway, because they
compete with Turfway Park in
Florence, Ky., just south of Cincinnati.
River Downs is a thoroughbred
track in Cincinnati and Lebanon
Raceway is a harness track about
an hour's drive northeast of
Turfway.
They are partly blamed for
eroding betting at Turfway by
about 26 percent last fall after
Ohio legalized the simulcasting
of any out-of-state racing. Ohio
bettors no longer had to go to
Turfway to bet on simulcast
races from across the country.
Turfway's decline in betting

hurt Churchill Downs, too, because it receives a portion of the
betting at Turfway.
Before the new Ohio law,
Turfway was the only track in
the Cincinnati area to have betting on televised races from
around the country.
John Carlo, director of simulcasting at Lebanon, said he and
his father, Lou Carlo, Lebanon
president, wouldn't rule out
Churchill's offer. The track will
take its lead from River Downs,
he said
"Everyone wants to bet on the
Derby, but I don't know if one
day would be enough to sacrifice
the rest of the year," he said. "If
River Downs wanted to do it, we
would take it to our board. It
might be a way of opening the
door for next year's signal."
River Downs also would consider the of fer.
"We're open to anything to
block this impasse," said general
manager Jack Hanessian, noting
that in 1993, his customers bet
$1.7 million on the Derby, a oneday track record.
The Kentucky Oaks will be run
May 2 and the Derby on the following day at Churchill Downs.

(Too many to list)

in■■••• ciiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiir

INCLUDES: Analysis of staring, charging, a angina system.
PIUS ws sat omlno 4 nstej new spark plugs
Call tar apooinment • Expire* 4/1/S7

AutoCare
Center

"I just took my time. I fed the
dogs a few times. It was a beautiful night," Swingley said. As he
made his way toward Nome, he
was treated to a fireworks display over frozen Norton Bay.
The teams had ideal conditions
for the entire race. Ample snow
and temperatures of about 20 below made for a hard, fast trail as
the mushers traveled across the
Alaska Range, through spruce
forests and tundra, up frozen
rivers and along the sea ice of
Norton Sound.
This was Buser's 14th Iditarod
Trie 38-year-old, Swiss-born musher grew up near Zurich and
came to Alaska 20 years ago.

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

4 Cylinder - 038.95
6 Cylinder - 036.95
8 Cylinder - 039.95

NEW LOCATION
1089 N. MAIN

their rest. He was not able to
keep pace with Buser, who had 11
dogs at that point in the race.
"You never want to give up if
you have a chance, but mostly it
was a way to ensure my second
place finish," he said
With a lock on second place,
Swingley took a leisurely ride
into Nome.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP SPECIAL*

I l
I I

But a litany of Injuries forced
Alomar to miss 398 of a possible
798 possible games over four
years. The Injuries included a
broken finger, inflamed rotator
cuff, strained hip flexor and two
knee injuries. He even suffered
the same freak-injury twice,
tearing the webbing between the
middle and ring fingers on his
throwing hand.
Alomar was on the way to his
best year In strike-shortened
1994, batting .288 with 14 homers
and 43 RBIs in 292 at-bats. He
had knee surgery after the
season and played only 66 games
in 199S, when Cleveland won its
I first AL championship since
11954.

Churchill Downs offers
Kentucky Derby simulcast

GP GA
205 165
211 155

23 5
19 IS
33 4
31 8
31 11
38 S
Division

inorkMl
■ CM-Pa
- HiAaineUt Trem>*a« I FkM ■ gnaw FkM
-t*. at I e*>. maul owe
c«a lot assaeaeasi • Eam *\m

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster

BEHIND NAPA

SERVICE HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM - 5PM; SAT 7AM - NOON

^

as

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
SPECIAL
ONLY
$14.95

NEW OWNER: MATT MOON
24 Hour Wrecker Service

male.
Pattaroni, who works as a handler for Buser, was driving a
team of Buser's younger dogs.
He was running his third Iditarod
and had left the Koyuk checkpoint in 21st place.
Race veterinarians were unable to determine the cause of
the dog's death and Pattaroni was
allowed to continue in the race.
The deaths in this year's race
have prompted animal protection
organizations to call for change.
But Iditarod executive director
Stan Hooley said Tuesday it was
not clear what, if any, changes
could be made that would eliminate dog deaths.
"People make the suggestion
that we turn it into a stage race.
But look at the circumstances of
these deaths. Two of the dogs had
just come off a 24-hour rest and
were on a short leg* between
checkpoints," Hooley said. "It's
puzzling to us. Some of the longterm research, hopefully, will
help us, but right now, nobody
has any good answers."

CB

.705

WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO CENTER
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

"Sandy has been pivotal part of
the rise and success of this organization," general manager
John Hart said. "Sandy is a true
leader, a hard worker and a quality person. He is very deserving
of this extension."

NHL Standings

NBA Standings

UNION

million if the club had exercised
the option for 1998. Terms of the
new deal, which includes a club
option for 2000, weren't immediately available.
The Indians risked paying
more in luxury tax by signing
Alomar before April 1. Salaries
for players signed before then
are averaged with the previous
contract to determine the team's
payroll for luxury tax purposes.

Buser claims third Iditarod victory
The Associated Press

• 228 South College: Free gas heat, water, sewer
■ 222 South College: Free gas, heat, water, sewer
• 320 Elm: Free gas heat, water, sewer
• 401-407 S. Enterprise: Courtyard Apartments
• 114 S. Main: Above downtown business
• 117 North Main: Above downtown business
• 134 North Main: Above downtown business
• 725 Ninth: Free water & sewer. Cats okay.

C3
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(across from Taco Bell)

Thursday, March 13, 1997

The BG News
German language el BOSU
Whatsit late?
1/2 hr. Sample daas. 3/14.10OOam or 12pm
101 Snatzel
Call 372-1168

the BG News
Classified
Ads

Hollywood Square*
BGSU CeMbriDae will be He squares and MO
audience members will compete for great
prizes' March 13th. 7pm. Ohio Suite TREE'
Quaaaons?CaH 2-7164, aponsored by UAO

372-6977
The BG Ne*i will not knowingly accept tdvertiterhenu
ihat diicnmrnaat. or encounfc dncnmnuuion agaiaiu any
mdiv idukl oi trout* on ihc ban. of race, aci, color, creed,
religion, nation*! origin, oci.ua! oncnuiton. disability
Kami M ■ veteran, or on Ihc bam of any other legally
pRMccied Matua
The BG Newi mcrvca ihc right lo decline. diKoniinue
or revue any advcruiemeni such a* ihoae found lo be
Jelimamry. lacking in factual bam. mi.leading or faJie
in nature. All advemienvmo are subject lo eduing and
approval

HUNGRY? FREE FOODI
Com* BJ SI. Thornaa Mora Tonight
Mass - 5 15 • Dinner 6.00

The BG Newt, ai a forum open to the public . recognize*
the impouibility of preventing all of thu type of adverUimg and therefor* encourago our readen lo beware.
Always be familiar with a buiineu before tending money
or provshng personal credit information Ptcaac remember, if il tonndi IOO good to be true, it probably i»

ACupolCuHure
kiieresssrj in Ukralrw culture? Want ID know
■MM »boui Ukrein*?
YMI Com* « Join u< mu Thursday 13lh.
2:00-3 SOpm ai OtfCampue Studenl C*nl».
Speaker: OlgaGirto
Fr** Snacks and Drlnkal
Sponsored I Organized by the
World Student AMoOaBon

•AGOtlMEaAN'AGO'
Oh. Lil Megan.
Fomght you will see.
Thai the BEST fasg/sil pair.
la by lar. you and mel
•AGD1IL MEGAN'AGO'

AGO *UI Beth'AGO
Tonight is Die night
To gel down and dirty
If I am who you think
I am. well do it an 0 30'
Gal pumped my kale
On*. Love Big?
AGD'Lil Beth-AGO

Russian l*ngu*g* M BOSU
WharailUui?
1/2 hr. Sampl* daaa, 3/14,11am or 1 pm
101 Snatzel
Call 3722268

Attention wessr skiers pr»p*/mo, lot recree
bonal 4 compePDonal ikiing. Thura.. March 13.
106 BA . 9 PM All akl levels welcome Bring
Drivers bcense and PIDe.

Tonight The BIG Bos of Rock Live From Frtckers. Listen on Faloon Radio WFAL 680 AM
Cable 20 6-8pm. Or Come Down to Fnckere
and Join The Fun. Prizes. Giveaways and
Free Wings

Chinee* Isng uage at BOSU
Wharsitlike?
1/2 hr. Sampl* dais. 3/14.9:30or 11:30am
101 Shalzal
Call 372-2268

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Testa Confidential 8 Caring
354.4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Coma party wi tn the Inah Club
Saturday March 15

from 6-0 ai
Ziogy Zoomba's

PERSONALS

Anyone is welcome
DANCE MARATHON: Annual Spaghetti Drt
nar.' 30-7pm Hec Caniar Friday Mar. 14 tickets $4

-AGD-AGD-AGDAloha Gamma Delta would late to thank Cr>
Omega for th* Crush Tea al Campus Quarters
W* had a Was!
'AGD'AGO'AGD'

PISANELLO'S
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.
Open al Lunch Fn.. Sat. & Sun.

203 N. MAIN, BG.

s
A
V
:■
ENDS
5/15/97

!
I
,

AGD' LIL LAURA 'AGO
Like We Always do
About This Time
I r*nds Whatever i
Tonight's Th* Night Youll Finally Be
kl My Awesome AGD Family I
I Love You Intel Love Your Big
AGD'LI LAURA'AGD

XLg
$9.50
(BestVakje-12Skces)

Add Breadsticks! Only $2.00
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

il

AOH'AOII'AOII
HeyAOII's
DaftoOl Days are comingl
Gel ready lor March 17.
AOH'AOII'AOII
alt STUDEKTSMI onms a
echoUrehlpe available from eponeorslll No
prepayments, ever!!! ttlCaeh for cot" For Into: 1-M0-24S-24U.

A-ITOITION

BEYONOBG..
lanotadanos
UnOe Sandwich
10pm Frl. and Sal.

CAMPUS POUYEYES
BG's PIZZA CONNECTION
DAILY ALL U-CAN EAT
PIZZA SOUP AND SALAD
Monday -Fnday 11.00am to 4 00pm K 49
4 00pm lo 10 00pm »5 49
Set and Sun. 11:00am ID 10:00pm 15 49
Give us i try at 440 E. Court
(Nest to the SmokMtack)

CW Omega' Chi Omega' Chi Omega
Chi Omega would like to wish good luckio their
aauara Kane Keane. Amy Brewsier. Laura
Roth. AJyapn Ramsey. Karen Liebich, and Amy
BandSaM. Saturday is Dance Marathonl Get
pefched and ready lo DANCEII

QAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK I
A student only motel.
Break awey to lha hotteet action In Rorida
where guy* meete glrta! NEW molal on the
ocean, rated AAA end Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, Ira* MTV. Pool A wetbar
open 24 hour*, b.y.o.b. Free gold card wtlh
check-In. Donl be left oul of this Speclsl
Promotlont http://wwwdsy1ons-lnn.com
CALL1-*O0-M3-09!»
Enjoy A Summer Of Ennchrnant A Fun III
'A Summer in Mexico Program'
4 weeks in Guadalaara and 2 in Mexico City
6hrs oedil in two courses on Mexican culture
There is no substitute for positive experience
than to travel through cultural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico. For more information call Professor Andrad* 372-7119

Fashion and Design Show
Friday, March 14, 7.00 p.m.
Free Admleelon with Student ID
11.00 without ID
Union Ballroom

between 10am*nd7nm at the
Clarion Hotel. 3536 Secor (please

do not call hotel lor info)
3500 positions available in
restaurants, hotels, campgrounds,
gift shops, all guest services and
support operations. Season runs
from early May thru mid-October.
Room/board or RV sites available,
must be 18 or older. Refer to code
#2523 (AA/E0E M/FYD/V) YNP
Lodges, Operated by Amfac Parks
& Resorts

CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA
COUPON EXPIRES ON 5/15/97

307-344-5324
e-mail: ynpjobs@aol.com

It Makes Good Cents
To Donate Plasma
PLASMA IS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
Save Lives and Earn Money!,

MONTHLY FEE SCALEU
Receive an average of $100in
CASH per month!
Donate the allowed twice a week and receive
$10.00 on your first donation and
$15.00 on your second donation!
New Donors Receive $20 On
Their First Donation!

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 W. Woodruff Avenue • Toledo, OH 43624

LOrutMCOtJNTYtrrUDENTS
*»ald auassnes InterneWna AvaHsbls
In CommrlPC, Marketing. PR,
Social Work, Peych, EdueMlon, Racroalkon,
Aaet, Flnanoa, Geography, Hkstory
AopUcstlone kl Co-op Office:
310 Student Servlcee
LORAIN COUNTY RESIDENTS ONLY

NO UMBRELLAa NEEDED-.CommencemenI
lor graduating senors In th* Cotsg* of A A S
will be Saturday. May 10 al 540pm in Ander
son Arervs. Pick up your 7 gueat Uoluste when
you gel your cap and gown. Questions: can tie
Q*l*o*Omo», 372-2340.
PHI BETA PHI' PHI BETA PHI
LLSHAWNA.
Som* haw* been He* and some have b**n tru*
Bs3A.IL NIGHT IS FINALLY HERE
Only a taw mor* hours unol you find out what a
great pair you and I will be
See you at tha house around 9:15.
LOVE.BIG
PHI BETA PHI' PHI BETA PHI

PHI BETA PHI' PHI BETA PHI
LIL KELLEY.
Just a lew hours ol you know who I am, and oh
what a night il wiM b*. Whan I lake you out on
lha town for al of BG lo a**.
Aa soon as I am revealed to you. only then are
you sure to know.
How much you really mean to m* And how
muchl love you so
Lov*.Big??
PHI BETA PHI' PHI BETA PHI
PI Bets Phi' PI Beta Phi
l.lttle Melissa
Mefisaa my kto* is so fin*,
Sh* Is crazy all ol tne Urn*.
Well hav* so much fun on BYL night.
Wall rock this town ouDa sightl
Here is my nexi duo for you.
I hav* a twin brother whose I's are bkjel
Lov*, BK3?
PI Bets Phi' PI Bets Phi
Pi Beta Phi 'Jan ' Pi Beta Phi
Gel ready, gel psyched.
IIS Dm* for a great night
Do you know who.
My Line Jan'

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE
FREDDIE OR FRIEDA?
Applications can be picked up at
405 Student Servtces/Saddlemire

Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta would like to congratulate
Dawn Fesmior tor being Panhellenic Cabinet
Outstanding woman ol the week. Your doing a
greafiobl
Alpha Gamma Delia

YELLOWSTONE SUMMER
Visit with a recruiter
Friday. March 14 anytime

LOOKMG FOR YEAR-ROUND
OR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
TWEDOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn M.00 an hour and great benefits
■ UPS
Go C Rm 300 Student Service.
to schedule and am MI* maw a. to most
wkti a representative on Frl. Mar. 14.1BB7
UPS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EM
PLOVER

DM'DM'DM'DM'DM

Alpha Gam' Phi Tau
Alpha Gamma Delta woul like to thank our Phi
Tau knockout coaches. Chuck Spencer a
Dave Lamacusa for leading our team , Dawn,
Kim. Brogio. Mlasy, A Shannon lo Victory.
Thank you I
Alpha GAm' Phi Tau

352-5166

YOUR CHOICE
ANY 2 ITEMS
$4.75 Large....$7.75

[MML..$6.25

AGD'LLTracey'AGD
The dock keeps ticking and time grows near.
The anticipation dimbmg I can't wail oil you're
hen. Tonight al V* house you will see The
best oigtl pair wa wl b*.
Love, Your Big

Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to recognize
our dancers Melissa Tambonno, Sarah Ward,
and Mo Elroi and our partners. Fiji's and Phi
Kappa Psi. Keep up the smiles, dance marathon is for an awesome causal
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi

•AGO" LIL DEMISE 'AGO'
My Darling LitOe
Soon you win see
Thai you will have
Th* BEST family I
'AGO'LILOENISE'AGD'

Free Movie Tonight. Ok) YeHer
Gish Film Theater, gpm
Questions? Can 2-7164. sponsored by UAO

I
,
,Sm

AGO'LIKrlsly'AGO
On.mylitOeKnsty
You truly do rock
W. make the best bioylil
Pair on the block
I'm so ana led
And so should you be
Come over to tie house
To meet your awesome family
AGO'Love Big ?'AGD

Trip to the Rock and Roll Han ol Fame, lunch In
th* Bats (NOT included in price) and shopping
down town.
Sign up Mar 12-20 in UAO office
Qu*soons?Call 2-7164. sponsored by UAO

SORRY WE'VE MOVED I
WFAL Radio can now be heard on Wood
County Cable Channel 20 and as always 680
AM
WFAL - Playing the very bast modern rook I

Arabic languaga M BOSU
What's It like?
1/2 he. Sample class. 3/14, »or 11 A.M.
101 Stiaael
Call 372 2288

Diversity is Everybody's Business
Tim Wise, a poll Deal organizer & analyst
will discuss racism, affirmative action.
Bandar, race and crvtl rights.
March 18.7:30pm. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
FREE
Questions? Can 27164. sponsored by UAO

Love oka???
•AGD-AGD-AGD-AOD-

Rock and Ron Hal of Fame
Cleveland, OH
Apr. S Leave BG & 8:00am Tour Q 10:45am
li 6 w/o transportation, liuwrtrans.
BursaraBe

CAMPUS EVENTS

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

ly

Japenee* language at aoSU
What's it like?
1/2 hr. Sampl* dan, 3/14.10:30am
or 12:30pm 101 Snatzel
Call 372 2268

Vow can help in by calling the advcrliung department at
4I9-J72-7605 wHh your compiatnu and MfscinoM V*
ask thai you pkaac provide yow name. addreaa. and phone
number, along with your specific commenii With your
help we can make The BG New* a better pubhcMion

LOOKHG FOR A GREAT JOB????
CHECK OUT THE HELP WANTED SECTION...
THE BG NEWS tS THE PLACE TO GET
THE EXPERIENCE NEEDED FOR YOUR
FUTUREI

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Congrats to Meredith Long
on her pearling
to John Fkjrkey
Low your Big.

'AGD'AGD'AGD'AGO'
LriJoeyLynn.
Tha time la drawing near .and everything will
soon become quite dew. You and I were
me*/it to be the beat big/il pair within our fami-

•AGD-AGD-AOD-AGDLlJerma
Tonights th* night thai you
■sIsWJ what a great big I
pelrwewilos
You big Is oool and grand big rocks
Get prepared hr in to knock off your socks I
Big??
•AOO-AOD-AOsrAOO-

HOW WOULD VOU UKE TO BE
FREDC+E OR FRIEDA?
Applications can be picked up at
408 Studenl Service s^addlemire
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JAVA JESUS
a coffee house tor all ages
Friday. March 14 - 7pm to 10pm
Com munKy of Chrtat Lutheran
Church and Student Center
1124 E Wooster St
Early Ammal friend* from the Pet Library
(a snake, a Ovnch.Ha and an iguana!)
Later: BGSU barber shop quartet
Harmonic Mayhem'
Refreshments throughout the evening
Coffee by 'Grounds for Thoughf
Everyone la invited
jorjnformation. call the church 352-5101

PIPts-LI'Hsesy-PIPti
Tonsjhrs the «ght
You wl see
WhetagreatBin/irpaJr
WevMsoonos
Se. you at the house longhil
Love, fig???

Pi Phi • LI'Natalie ' PI Phi
Angela and arrow*
Wine and silver blue.
Which dues ant Ha*
and which ones are true
I hope your eacttad A anxious to see
eiacly who your big wB Del
Be at the house at 930 tonight
and youll soon Itnd out If your
snghtl
PI Phi Love, Your Big???

PI PHI UL BECKY PI PHI
The hum is on and you wM soon see what a
greet ts0rll pair we win be Gel reedy tor a bag
lurpnse b*c*ua* your dues so tsar have all
bean a**. I can't wait to snow you who I am. I
love you, kl, so welcome to the taml I low you,
LUBsckyl
LOW. Your Big
PI PHI UL BECKY PI PHI

PIPhlLJICaniPIPrs
My dear Ul Car* with a twimde In h*r eye and a
bHuatut sm«e. rw bean a mystery for quit* •
wbilsl You A I are the perfect pair, many mem
ones we will sharei The omen now. the lime is
right • I can't wail to rewal mysell onighti
PI Phi Low.
Your Big
PI Phi LU Car* PI Phi

PI Phi PI Phi PI PN
LIIAmberYou may be scared now
Bui wait unit tonight.
I can! weil c welcome
You In your new tamly.
I love you Wl
Low, Big?
PI Phi PI Phi PI Phi

TONTTE AT BREWSTERS
LADCS NIGHT
Hostadby
THE MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Disco Jockeys

WANTED
Bands A *ntefl»lneni needed tor Fakjonpatooza music leslrval
If nierested. cal
372-S1SS or 372-4012. For more Into., leave a
message.
Need one female sublessor to share a house
from May Is Aug. Low rent A utility oil. Van/
dose to campus. CallJen ©352-5269

I'll give you a due.
My middle name la Ann.
Hera's th* plan...
Beatthe house at 9:15.

room males needed for FaaVSprlng.
Own bath and bedroom.
Call Jan at 353-2131

Low, Big?

Summer suolsassr needed Own room
Call Lynn 3541301

PI B*t« Phi'Jan'PI Beta Phi
PI Beta Phi'Pi Beta Phi
LirKrista,
Arrows. Angels, wine. A silver blue.
hav I given you ALL tru* dues?
Be s! the house at half past nine,
lor a really WILD bmel
Love, Big??

great
scores...
(223)

KKG'DM'KKG'DM'KKG'OM'KKG
Dane* tha night away H**th*r Hoy, Jenetle
BaeeHi, and Tfffsny SoMe! We wish you.the
beat of luckl Remember Kappa Is doing u-tor
laaMl

<*22J>

KKG'DM'KKG'DM'KKG'DM'KKC

great
skills...

Lii Shelley,
You put down ■ name
than II turned into a game,
Ton lie will be lha and.
To find your life long friend.
love Ya. Big

Kaplan helps you focus
your last prep studies and

urctsi
We were friends from rhe starl
I knew from day one
You'd hold a special place in my heart.
Soon you w>l i see
What a perfect BigrLiI' pair well be.

your confidence, *o you can
get a higher aeore.

1-800-KAP-TEST

Get e xcilad tor tonight
I wonder which ol your dues were right?
AH your quesDons will b* answered
in the end
Your Big will oe wailing.
See you around tan.
I love you Lil' Big?

get a higher score

KAPLAN

Masstngalyour psriy noectel

Visit Toby's
Slate Liquor Agency

Spirit
Pop/,
Party Si
Insta

for Fine Wines

10 AM - 9 PMtMon. - Sat.

I

case discounts
special orders available

Summer employment

r ...ti t,M ~~ ■
H0m6 GitU IDE

"T

> r

I I

|

u«**y

"»»«■<* City Ice Company

Now Hiring for these positions:

Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take
care of you
Best price; well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartment..

Great
Amenities:

A/C
on alta laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

6 sites to
choose

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules

Jay-Mar Apta.
Tha Highlanda
Tha Homestead
McKenzle Rental*
Tha Farm

255-6772

Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan
Coll Today for Complete Details!!

Donating only takes approximately 45 minutes,
& is completely sterile & safe.

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

from:

iwBiH|"

Cull Today!
3M-6036

130 East Washington St.

I
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THURSDAY
■MMiHflr"aMwje.flejwe™»iie>saT*yw^
BROADCAST STATIONS
Cottage

f-i-

■ M
CA1

BMJK4M>:

NCAA Toum First Rd Game - Teams TBA

NewsX

CBS News

Fortune

College Basketball: NCAA Toum First Rd. Game - Teams TBA

News!

Ne.s 8

ABC News

Entertain

Hard Copy

News

NBC News

Cops »

Real TV X

Oceanus

Business j News-Lehrer

OnaUratoUvei:

General Hospital I

Atterachool Specie!

Cosby

BloasomX Days ol Our Lives I

Another World X

Suneet Beach X

Baywatch "The B«j Spar MonM William X
Creature! Wiahbone Sandstgo
Barney

etaorWeek kietruclionaf Programming
StUMSl Instructional

Swing

Bill Nyc

BMNye

Painting

Gourmet

Quitting

Sesame Street X

Truth

Mega Han

Gargoyles

Batman

Spider-Man Beetleborg Rangers

Magic Bus

Danny Boy

Riverdance - The Show (In Stereo)

News-Lehrer

Arthur X

Brainstorm Old House

Old House

Mystery! "Cadtael "The Virgin in the Ice" X

Served

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp. |Mad-You

Seinleld V

Home Imp.

Single

New York Undercover X News

CoachX

Slar Trek: Nexl Gener

Jerry Springer

Sporistafk

Copeland

PaMProg.

Dinosaurs

el*vie:«'i "Goo'sGun1

At Home... USA (Rl

Quack

Flmtstones least

Brady

Action Man ; Aladdin X

Batman

spioer-Men Beeoeoorg

Dally Show Dr. Kan

Soapl

Whose'

Saturday Night Uvel

Survival

Sr PGA

Inside PGA Tennis ATP cnampions Cup - Early Rounds (Lrve) |Sport»oantet

Up Close

"8uos Bunny's: 1001 fiaotiif Tales

Movie... HecessayRoughness

[Slap-Step

Riverdance - The Show (In Stereo)

[wishbone

Ne.lywed

Jeffersons

College Basketball: NCAA Toum Fust Rd. Game - Teams TBA
High Incident (lr Stereo) Vital Signs (In Stereo) X Peter Jenninga
Ne.sE
Nightkne? [Politically
Friends X [Suddenly
Seinleld X | Truth
Law a Order 'D-Girl'X M-A-S'HX Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Sanoiego

Deling

Bloomberg News
Action Man Uve at Five News
Mr. Cooper Simpsons [Martin X
Freeh Pr.
Rangers

Bloomberg TBA
Home Imp.

Martin .«

Crook aChaee

Home Imp.

Newa

ralraassssssMalaassssl

[Charlie Roae
Roseanne

INewaiR)
1

■

Collectible
■

al

■

ATIONS

(11 00) Movie:

Ski World

Movie: .» "My Mowers Sao*Lit"

M. Hockey: Crnctnriati Cyclones at Mewaukee Admirals. (R)
SC
Stones
Mysteries Monsters
SOB Believe rt-Not
USALive
USALive
USAUve
USA MokxDed |Clauda

SUMMER SUBLEASERS nMctod.
hou— nme campus. Cal 352-8777

Hug*

HELP WANTED

MARKETABLE
What you'll M ifSK 9 moi wilh
thm ftO Hmw AdvwllAtng D»p«rtm«jnl
Th« BG N-*t it looking ** • *■* ^O"*
moBv»l«o" indivtduaU who are i««k.ng
mMninghjl ttimto/JMtt •npo>i»nc»
tor non school y**
R«quir«m«nii:
-Jr. or Sr. natus M of Fall '97
own trantoo'aion
-anaroax, anihusuMDc. and goari-onanttd
Apply at 204 Wast Hal TODAY or

WTrttfiir?-gffl
$1500 waakfy polantial mailing our aroJars.
No aipartanca raquBrad. Bagm now. Tor into
ca* 301 -42fr 1326
" B4L UNO ENTRY"
Sa>ady work, anoallani incoma. Flanbla hours.
Knowladga ol Windows halpful. Call

aooos-ossa.
1997 AMERCORP POSITION: Full lime postton wit. tha Childran's Raaourot Caniar Ras>danoal Traaiman! Unit Supand ol $7,945. aducaaon award of $4.72S, haalth insuranca, and
chad car* with camftad proMdars Poanon
Sttiaiiu 3/30/97 or tiatora Musi bs miaraalad
In miaracting with and coordinating programs
tor chaoVan/ado las cants, ba 18 yaars ol aga or
oMar. a U.S. onzan or togal rasidant. has a HS
diploma or aqvvawni. To apply, contact Childran's Rasourca Caniar. 352 7586 or sand ra•uma » P.O. Box 738. Bowkng Gt—n, OH
43402.
2SO COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
naadadi Pnvats, ooad summar camp m Pocono Mtns.. NE Pannjytvama. Lohikan, Box
234BQ. Kanitworth. NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998.
Bowkng Graan Raeho Naws is looking tor a
Naws Dractor tor tha 1997-98 school ysar. bv
■xasiad parsons should turn resume and
oovar tortsf m to Chns Malanga m .20 Waai
Hail no later than Friday, March 21 at 5 00pm
QuMBons? Carl 372-2354 or a-mail malangatfopks.bgsu.adu
CAMP WAYNE, (sister hall ol brothar/sister
camp. Northeast Pennsylvania
8/22-6/20/97.) Hava tha moat memorable
aummar of your Htal Coaches. teachers, students. Pre-iequasrie: Must love rjhadran. erwjy
iMng and working m a group situation On
Campus intarviewa March 17th in tha Fort
Room. Cal 1-800-279-3019 tor more intormaaon.
i'

NewaX

TheCityX All My Children X

COM Kids In Hall |Ullm»n
ESPN Sportscenler (R)
HBO

ICoasga OMfciMiaa': NCAA Toum. First Rd. Game - Teams TBA

Ntwi «

Cashiers
Barney's Conwwnca Store
Subway accapong Apps
Apply in Parson «9
996 S. Mam St.
352-8431 or 872-3484
• Coiumboe.Ohio
Pool Snack Stand Isanao^ment
Scioto Country Club
Saoto >s accepting applicaDons for tha poof
snack management position Requirements include management and scheduling of X artv
pioyeee tor a 70k seasonal restaurant operaton. Progressive pay scale beginning at $8.00
par hour tor Qualified management personnel
ptoa bonus. Resumes should b» sent to 2198
Rrvarside Dnve. Columbus. Oho 43221 or
laxad ID 614-486-8327 • Phone 814-486-4341

Movie: e*W "Amazrxj Grace and Cr)u£*"(1967}X

Dream On [Daily Show TVNation |Movte: *• "Chtecht ChontfsNttiMovie"(1980) [Comic
Sportscenter
Legends of Hockey
[World Cup Skiing
Chaertaadang

Tic* I

Baseball

Sportscenter X

Strongman

t99t)'PG-!3 Movie: •• "Nek of TrWIigfJSJ'R'X Movie. OUA" 1997 1.' irk Dacascoa:

More and Lee Levine

MAC Now [Kent

Hockey

CCHA

Thor'bred

Golf Scene |MAC Now

Kant

Bionic Woman

Sii Million Dollar Man

Twil Zone

Darkside

Time Trai "Framed" (R)

Tekwar (tn Stereo) X

Forever Knights

USAUve

USAUve

PGA Gorl Honda Classc -- First Round (Live)

Highlander: The Santa

Murder. She Wrote .».

Movie: •» "The tteaopeatance ol Chnsua"(1993)

| USA Live

Sdoe Country Club » aocaplng apokcauona
lor the dub'l lifeguard poaltWna tor thai tf«7
laaaon Applicariona and roaumoa ahould be
loo»a»d«d 10 the dub ASAP with the Inaarviewa
and haing to ba compkaaad by May t. Club'a
•rjdraaa 2196 Riwarerda Dnva. Cokjmbua. Ohro
43221 and ta> number at4-4W-a327. InterirhMa to commanoa over the upcoming Spring
Break.
'

Columbue. Ohio
Pool tnaok Stand Personnel
Sdoto Country Club la acoaping appacauione
tor the oub'a pool anack tund personnel
Scfaadukng procadura conducive with aummar
actvroee Pay scale la progressive beginning at
as oo tvroughout aummar tor rndrviduala who
acttana. Club'a addraaa 21 OS Riverside Drive.
Cokjmbua. Ohio 43221 Fax ei4-4Jje-8327
Phone B14-4S6-4341.
CtXJNSELORS - BNSTRUCTORS naadadi
100 poairjonel Coed aummar camp Pooano
Ula. PA GooO sala-y/Poel [908) ru)0-3330

Danoara
Oaja Vu. Toledo s premier gontkaman'a dub ia
currently seeking highly moDvaled danoara
Magazine modeling ft travel available. (410)
531-0329
Expanancad wait atari A bar star! needed
Days A or evamnge. Apply at Snvaelap'a
Smntiy Peddaara Aeey. WaservHe. »78-Cl2Bl.
FREE T-SHIRT • $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, aorortaee A groupo. Any campua rxganizabon can
ralaa up to SIOOO by earning a whoppng
MJO/VISA application. Call i 800 932flS2t)
am 65. Qualified callere rooaiva
FREET-SHIHT
Home City Ice Company is now hmng for these
poaroona Route Dnvera. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders Competitive wagea/toKibte
aohedulei Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan Call for dotaila at

THE CLEVELAND YACHTING CLUI
Full Time Summer Poaoona At Beautiful Lake
Front Yachting Club Seeka Friendly Team
Playara. Ml Trafcl Qualified Candidates As
Servers
Buaaas
HoairHoeaaae
Bartenders
Dock Attend an ts/Groudkeepers
Litoguarda
Incantrve ProgramerFkaxible HrarExceflent
Pay
Intennewe Taken Now For Beet Poeeona
Wedneeday Thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Dnva
Rocky River. OH 44116
(216)333-1155

Renegade {In Stereo) X

New 17" Multjscan color monitor.
PC compaobts. will also work with MAC'a.
$540. Power Book 160 12/160714.4. $590
Othermodele available Call Paul al 353-7286

FOR RENT
'97 96 school year. 2 bdrm. fum apts. 705 7lh
SI A 724 6th St $50tVmo includ FREE heat.
water, sew, gaa A HBO. Call 354^914

•WW't/V.*
316 E Merry $4S0/mo
326 Leroy $350/mo
3091/2 E Merry rooms $190/mo
146 S. College elf. $230/mo
Call 3S3 0325
Summar Rentals aJso avail.

Aa> For Kathy/Mark
Wanted 87 students Loae 8 -100 lbs New me
tabokam breekrirough. Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed. $30 coat. Free gilt.
1-»00-435-75gi.

[Thor'bred

408

12 month ktaaes starting May 1997:
E Court (B-1BR Duplex tper

■QtilMSiUM

60S Fittl SI.-26R Home2oerson $460.DM
Slave Smith 352 8917 (no cats after 8pm)

FOR SALE
t/2 year old mircowave tor sale ai $65 Aa
rJaanawiCaa:354-i54t.
gooda
1991 Mude Protege Power windows, locks
and aunrool. Must sail. $4200 ■ 680-4820

2 subleasers needed. Summer 97. Own badroom In a apaooua houee. Call Jodi at
353-3055
2-4 Subkaaaera needed for May ID May rent. 2
bedroom apt $4657mo Please call Ryan al
354 3955

724 Cambridge Commona aig avail tor eubie
Ing. thia summer 2 peraon lease, air cond.
Through NewBve Cal 352 8752 or Newlove
at 3524553.

Summer Buameea irrigation aaaea A mataaa•an. Vanttaa required arsOOO/aummar. Call
1-60O 361-4074.
Surrvner robe Clevetand area J50(Vwk Cleveland area home improvement co Hiring all poareone. win tram atari aaap Call (216)
B82-3346

VISIT OUR NEW STORE
445 E. IrVoofter
(Al the railroad tracks)
Mon Sal 11-9
Sunday 12 6
352 3306

Houeea/1 A 2 bdrm (urn. apts. year. 9 mo. A
aummar leaaea 352-7454
Now accepting Rental Apllicarjons for Fast And
Summer leaaea Cal354-esoo

One block from campua
23*1/2Manvele. 1 bdrm apt

Call 352 9392

M.

CALL DAG RENTALS AT (419) 2673233 AND
ASKFOREVAORELLIE

Roome ror Rent. Summer and/or Fall. CaM
$666620.
Subleaaer needed tor April Rani. 2 blocks from
campus, house, own bedroom. S1707mo. Call
Joe 352 0387 days 352-9001 evenings.
Subieaaera needed for aummar. 2 bedroom
apt close to campus 3524266
Summer Roommate Needed Female. Non
Smoker. Own Room. Furnished. Air Condition
ing. Call 352-4791^

MID AM MANOR
NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

Management Inc.

353-5800

Call Now!!!!

New New New New New

352-4380

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG

Management Inc.
New New New New New

Management Inc.

Semester leases $ 850
per semester

Georgetown Manor Apts
800 Third Si.
Excellent one bdrm A two bdrm units aval, tor
97-98 Reasonable rent and dote to campua.
Chock ua outl Cal 352.4966.

Roommate Wanted
97-98 School Year Court Si Apr*. 187 50/mo
. urji Call Maggie at 353-4228

For sale. 1964 BuickLaSabre 135.000 m
Runs great, no ruet. Haa an ei-daah
CD player. Asking $1800/negotiable
Cal Phrl 352-5643

Telephone interviewing, no selling, pan time
some days, mostly eveninga A waekanda. re
laaad atmoaphera In Panyaburg. 674-5642.

CHECK OUT OUR
SPRING BREAK STUFF!

Stagings

DAO) Rentale - ONLY 2 UNITS LEFT" ALL OF
OUR UNITS ARE WITHIN 2 BLOCKS OF
CAMPUS NOW RENTING FOR FALL. ATTRACTIVE WELL MAINTAINED UINTS:
$06 E. WOOSTER/SPACKXIS DUPLEX LO
CATED DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM CAMPUS UPPER UNP; ■ 2 BOAM/MAX OCCUP
4. RESERVED PARKING
150 SCOTT HAMILTON ONE UNIT REMAIN
aNG - EXCE PTONALLY NICE 2 BDRM UNIT AIR COND
MAX OCCUP 4 LAUNDRY FACILITIES ON PREMISES RESERVED PARK-

Attention QVeeka
SAVE SAVE SAVE
20% off ell
paddlee or wood items w letters
The French Knot
200 S Main; next 10 Md Am Bank

Hiilsdale Apt.. Large studios high
vaulted ceilings, unique Boor plans and
carports Starts at $350

The Unique Boutique

Tekwer 1

|Winga X

One A Two bdrm acts available University
Courts A University Village located at Clough
and Mercer. Call 352-0164.

$7 Ford Taurua. Excellent condrrjon
Runs greet Call tor inlo 354-1358

TEACH ENGLISH ABROADI
How would you tike lo leach baaic
conversational Engliah in Eaasem
Europe? Learn about many rewarding
opportunities with great benefits'
Call Global Information Services
i 206 971 3684 ext K55442

Student Housing
Close to Campus
Summer 6 week leases
I $35 dollars per week I

Time Trax "Framed" (R)
Wings I

812 3RD at Brand new 3 bdrm houee
1796/mo. 1 bath plenty of storage new carpet
- high affloeny furnace • new atove A refndger
airxwaahar/rjiyer coin operated Smal fenced
In back yard. No pen allowed - Aval anmediately. Cal 419-474-5344.

586 16 MB RAM 90 MHZ Mulli Tnedia'
Complete w/monilor A printer. $750 -.
lap lop 366 w/phntsr. $290
Cal Zaoti 353-4512

Now Apartments tor Fall 1997
1 A 2. 710 N. Enterprise Rent starts al
$375/mo. . uWiuos

"Paradise LoS ChidMurders'

NBA Basketball: Cavakers al Warriors

|SctflBun In Space

704 501 St. " 2 bdrm. turniahed * Leasing tor
Fall 97 (9 or l2mo ) • 710 7th St • 2 Bdrm un
rumiahad * 12 mo. lease * Grade, or mature
preferred. '352-3445between 9am A 3pm.

Landaoapa Construction Co.
Flenble scheduling
Call 886-7865.
Retad salee aaaooalB wanted Exp. deaired.
15 B 25 hra. par wk $000 par hf., pleasant
wortung environment Husonc Grand Rapids
Apply at Dandy's Lane
24164FronlSt 632-642S

Mora and Lea Levine

3 Female Rmtee May 97. May 96 $17S/mo
Fox Run Apia Call Angie 352-0581

i-r)oo-»flv-ao70

Huge 1 bdrma, 215 E Poe Rd
Laundry on site, lots ol parking Starts
at $3407month -elec

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apis.. 21S E. Poe Rd., Starts
at $230 All utilities Included. Half the
security deposit holds It now.

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St The Willow House bs
now leasing lor next year 1 bdrm. gas
heat. A/C. starting al $340/monlh
For ■ complete Hit atop by our
oil Ice, 1045 N. Main, or call 3535800

CCHA SEMIFINALS

BGSU
vs.
MICHIGAN
"On To The Joe"

Joe Louis Arena
Friday at 5:00

Daily Show [Comic

Incredible Hulk

Colombo., Ohio
Scioto Country Club
Usaguawd

I

Dream On

Maesimlno |Cavs

IMAGINE

\

TickX

Bradbury

NEWMAN HOISIM;

I Call Julie at Newman
I Housing: 354-2191 ■

|Movte: •• "CMecrK Cfioog'sNertMoW"! 19601

the world is getting smaller
smell better.

